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Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles - Joe Faccenda [16]
Leslie Kean & Robert Hastings - The Way Forward - Ray Dickenson [24]
Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles - Geoff Blackmore [12]
Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles - Steven Kaeser [17]
Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles - Viktor Golubic [14]
Re: What Are Flying Triangles - Jeff Davis [16]
Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles - Ralph Howard [32]

Oct 2:

NASA's Deep-Space Outpost Submission - Don Ledger [44]

Oct 5:

The Other Side Of Truth Book Release - Paul Kimball [53]

Oct 6:

Couple Records Video Of Daylight Boomerang - UFO UpDates - Toronto [28]
Diamond-Shaped UFO Reported Over Missouri Town - UFO UpDates - Toronto [28]

Oct 7:

An Overview Of UFOs At Weapons Sites - UFO UpDates - Toronto [51]
USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics - UFO UpDates - Toronto [30]
Astronomer Wants UFOs Studied Scientifically - UFO UpDates - Toronto [30]
Re: USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics - Don Ledger [22]

Oct 8:

Ancient Aliens Debunked - Dave Haith [31]
Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked - Gregory Boone [21]
Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked - Don Ledger [34]
Re: USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics - Nick Balaskas [47]
Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked - Dave Haith [27]
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Oct 10:

Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked - William Treurniet [64]
Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked - Don Ledger [36]
Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked - Edward Gehrman [23]

Oct 11:

Visitors From Elsewhen: Time Travelers Among Us - UFO UpDates - Toronto [28]

Oct 12:

Nick Pope Talks About Aliens - UFO UpDates - Toronto [35]

Oct 14:

2012 Brazilian Crop Circle Season Starts Early - A. J. Gevaerd - Revista UFO [53]

Oct 15:

Cop Reports UFO Abductions MIB Gets Fired - Gregory Boone [13]
Interview With Dr. Roger Leir - Edward Gehrman [22]

Oct 16:

Re: Interview With Dr. Roger Leir - Michael Hughes [18]
Obama Surpressing UFO Files? - UFO UpDates - Toronto [29]
Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen - Ray Dickenson [36]
UK Blocks 'UFO-hacker' McKinnon Extradition To US - UFO UpDates - Toronto [27]
Re: UK Blocks 'UFO-hacker' McKinnon Extradition To - Alfred Lehmberg [12]
Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen - William Treurniet [29]

Oct 17:

Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen - Ray Dickenson [36]
Circles In Brazil Become Police Matter - Eustaquio Andrea Patounas [92]
Alpha Centauri B Has An Earth-Mass Planet! - Nick Balaskas [102]

Oct 18:

U.S. Government UFO documents: 1947 - 1990 - Terry W. Colvin [21]
Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen - William Treurniet [45]
Re: Circles In Brazil Become Police Matter - A. J. Gevaerd - Revista UFO [76]
More Believe In Aliens Than God - UFO UpDates - Toronto [23]
Re: More Believe In Aliens Than God - Alfred Lehmberg [13]
C.E.s Between Pilots & UFOs Radio Special - Giuliano Marinkovic [44]

Oct 19:

Bell's, Books, And Candles - UFO UpDates - Toronto [39]
Greer Reports On 'Possible ET Body' - Dave Haith [75]
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Oct 20:

Excerpts From My Book & DVD - Denis R. Denocla [33]
US News & World Report UFOs Danger To Aviation - Gregory Boone [22]
Re: Greer Reports On 'Possible ET Body' - Tyler Kokjohn [45]

Oct 22:

UFO Day In Belleville (Wis.), Oct. 27 - Rich Heiden [20]

Oct 23:

Encounters In Western United States - UFO UpDates - Toronto [22]
New App Can Clarify Blurred Photos - Gregory Boone [15]
Ringside Report Updates Their Abduction Coverage - Gregory Boone [14]

Oct 27:

RIP Keepers Of The Faith - Cox - UFO UpDates - Toronto [39]

Oct 25:

Sci-Fi Writers Help Scientists Bridge Gap - Terry W. Colvin [141]

Oct 26:

Life - "But Not As We Know It" - Ray Dickenson [35]

Oct 27:

Shuttle Endeavour Final Voyage 42 Photos - Terry W. Colvin [31]

Oct 24:

In Memory Of Col. Frederick Meiwald - UFO UpDates - Toronto [46]

Oct 29:

Popocapetl Sightings - Ray Dickenson [28]

Oct 30:

Re: Popocapetl Sightings - Bruce Maccabee [20]

Oct 31:

UFOs & Popocatepetl - Denis R. Denocla [42]

The number enclosed in brackets is the number of lines of new text in the message, excluding the header, blank lines
and quotes from previous messages.
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Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

From: Joe Faccenda <Uforth.nul>
Date: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 08:12:44 -0400
Archived: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 08:12:44 -0400
Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

>Source: DailyMail.Com

>http://tinyurl.com/9afvyv4

>29 September 2012
>Mystery Of Two Identical UFOs Almost 1,000 Miles Apart Caught On
>Google Street View

>[Photos & Video]
>[More at site... thanks to Dave Haith for the lead]

Interesting images, and while this may be some Google anomaly in
the Jacksonville street view if you go further up South street
the anomaly is still visible.

In several of the images telephone lines appear to cross in
front of the object. I have tried to capture this on site at:

http://www.uforth.com/similarcraft.htm

Kind regards,

Joe Faccenda
www.uforth.com

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/

These contents above are copyright of the author and
UFO UpDates - Toronto. They may not be reproduced
without the express permission of both parties and
are intended for educational use only.
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Leslie Kean & Robert Hastings - The Way Forward

From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2012 02:05:46 +0100
Archived: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 08:15:23 -0400
Subject: Leslie Kean & Robert Hastings - The Way Forward

Hello List,

For anybody not keeping up with media news - which was me until
last night - Leslie Kean has been driving home the message -
maybe see:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pw13F7ahjY

Michio Kaku: UFOs Are Real - MSNBC Dylan Ratigan Show

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jh0ByBkhEtQ

ET/UFO Disclosure | MSNBC News | Leslie Kean on UFOs

www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DbUdUAatjA

UFOs are Real! w/Leslie Kean - TheAlyonaShow

and, along with Robert Hastings, see:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdipbARIJDg

Robert Hastings interview CNN NEWS September 29 2010

is showing how it should be done. I.e - light on speculation
and/or assertions - but heavy with masses of sound evidence.

Cheers

Ray D

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/

These contents above are copyright of the author and
UFO UpDates - Toronto. They may not be reproduced
without the express permission of both parties and
are intended for educational use only.
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Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

From: Geoff Blackmore <geoff_184.nul>
Date: Tue, 2 Oct 2012 02:46:17 +1300
Archived: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 10:17:42 -0400
Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

>From: Joe Faccenda <Uforth.nul>
>To: post.nul
>Sun, 30 Sep 2012 11:03:56 -0400 (EDT)
>Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles Apart

>Interesting images, and while this may be some Google anomaly in
>the Jacksonville street view if you go further up South street
>the anomaly is still visible.

These are merely light refractions on the camera dome mounted to
the roof of the car. They are very common on Google Street View
images.

Regards,

Geoff

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/

These contents above are copyright of the author and
UFO UpDates - Toronto. They may not be reproduced
without the express permission of both parties and
are intended for educational use only.
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Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

From: Steven Kaeser <steve.nul>
Date: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 10:34:38 -0400
Archived: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 11:30:25 -0400
Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

>From: Geoff Blackmore <geoff_184.nul>
>To: <post.nul>
>Date: Tue, 2 Oct 2012 02:46:17 +1300
>Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles Apart

>>From: Joe Faccenda <Uforth.nul>
>>To: post.nul
>>Sun, 30 Sep 2012 11:03:56 -0400 (EDT)
>>Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles Apart

>>Interesting images, and while this may be some Google anomaly in
>>the Jacksonville street view if you go further up South street
>>the anomaly is still visible.

>These are merely light refractions on the camera dome mounted to
>the roof of the car. They are very common on Google Street View
>images.

Interesting. Did you see some explanation somewhere or reach
that conclusion through information you had at hand? It would
also be interesting to really know how "common" this was.

The resemblance to the Adamski UFO image of the 50's makes me
wonder if these were inserted, and it would also note that this
image was a featured story on CNN's web site all day Sunday.

There was no mention of this being seen before, and I would
think that Google would have explanations at the ready just for
the publicity.

Steve

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/

These contents above are copyright of the author and
UFO UpDates - Toronto. They may not be reproduced
without the express permission of both parties and
are intended for educational use only.
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Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

From: Viktor Golubic <diverge247.nul>
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2012 11:13:00 -0400 (EDT)
Archived: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 11:32:21 -0400
Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

>From: Joe Faccenda <Uforth.nul>
>To: post.nul
>Sun, 30 Sep 2012 11:03:56 -0400 (EDT)
>Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles Apart

 >>Source: DailyMail.Com

>>http://tinyurl.com/9afvyv4

>>29 September 2012
>>Mystery Of Two Identical UFOs Almost 1,000 Miles Apart Caught On
>>Google Street View

>>[Photos & Video]

>>[More at site... thanks to Dave Haith for the lead]

>Interesting images, and while this may be some Google anomaly in
>the Jacksonville street view if you go further up South street
>the anomaly is still visible.

>In several of the images telephone lines appear to cross in
>front of the object. I have tried to capture this on site at:

>http://www.uforth.com/similarcraft.htm

Hi Joe,

I'm almost 100% positive this is a lens flare. Note the
visibility of the Sun and identical cameras are probably used
around the country.

Best,

Viktor

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/

These contents above are copyright of the author and
UFO UpDates - Toronto. They may not be reproduced
without the express permission of both parties and
are intended for educational use only.
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UFO UpDates 
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Re: What Are Flying Triangles

From: Jeff Davis <casureal.nul>
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2012 11:26:27 -0400
Archived: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 11:37:21 -0400
Subject: Re: What Are Flying Triangles

>http://tinyurl.com/8bo9pz6

>29/09/2012

>UFO: Flying Triangles
>Darren Perks

I recommend the following individual, Edgar Fouche, as a solid
source for information relating to native triangular aircraft
technology.

Ed is legitimately credentialed, explicitly so, and has never
varied in the slightest with respect to what he states. You can
also view his video lecture presentation, as well as download
his book Alien Rapture, both at this same link for free:

http://tinyurl.com/8usugot

Jeff

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/

These contents above are copyright of the author and
UFO UpDates - Toronto. They may not be reproduced
without the express permission of both parties and
are intended for educational use only.
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Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles
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Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

From: Ralph Howard <rhjr.nul>
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2012 09:16:03 -0700 (PDT)
Archived: Mon, 01 Oct 2012 12:31:52 -0400
Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

>From: Viktor Golubic <diverge247.nul>
>To: post.nul, ufo-updates-list.nul
>Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2012 11:13:00 -0400 (EDT)
>Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles Apart

>>From: Joe Faccenda <Uforth.nul>
>>To: post.nul
>>Sun, 30 Sep 2012 11:03:56 -0400 (EDT)
>>Subject: Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles Apart

>>>Source: DailyMail.Com

>>>http://tinyurl.com/9afvyv4

>>>29 September 2012
>>>Mystery Of Two Identical UFOs Almost 1,000 Miles Apart Caught
>>>on Google Street View

>>>[Photos & Video]

>>>[More at site... thanks to Dave Haith for the lead]

>>Interesting images, and while this may be some Google anomaly
>>in the Jacksonville street view if you go further up South Street
>>the anomaly is still visible.

>>In several of the images telephone lines appear to cross in front of
>>the object. I have tried to capture this on site at:

>>http://www.uforth.com/similarcraft.htm

>I'm almost 100% positive this is a lens flare. Note the visibility of the
>Sun and identical cameras are probably used around the country.

I believe these are lens flares. Since some appear to be a
classic UFO/saucer - I guess one can say they are an example of
Pareidolia - see:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareidolia

discussed here in past UFO UpDates.

[See: http://tinyurl.com/9pk2jqw -- ebk]

During 2010, one of my group's investigators and I checked out a
whole bunch of GoogleEarth Streetview images and found many
similar saucers and domes.

They're always light-colored though the color did vary, and
could usually be correlated with the position of the sun.

I've seen that color shown in the photo. I saw some from my own
home street in several nearby shots but, crucially, with the
views facing slightly different directions, so that an actual
object being responsible was extremely unlikely, since the shots
appear to be taken in sequence just seconds - or at most tens of
seconds - apart.
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Re: Google Street Two Identical UFOs 1,000 Miles

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/2012/oct/m01-007.shtml[06/02/2013 22:39:55]

My understanding is they are caused by the camera dome through
which a roof-mounted camera is shooting, as Steven Kaeser wrote
earlier.

Naturally, our investigator first found these things when
looking for a useful ground-level view of a spot where a UFO
sighting had occurred!

Ralph Howard
State Director Georgia MUFON

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/

These contents above are copyright of the author and
UFO UpDates - Toronto. They may not be reproduced
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are intended for educational use only.
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NASA's Deep-Space Outpost Submission

From: Don Ledger <dledger.nul>
Date: Tue, 2 Oct 2012 15:22:29 -0300
Archived: Tue, 02 Oct 2012 17:54:12 -0400
Subject: NASA's Deep-Space Outpost Submission

Considering LEO and the ISS is bracketed in a band about 150 to
300NM above the Earththis would be major step toward deep-space.
Not holding my breath, though.

Don Ledger

-----

From: Aero News Network
NASA Planning Deep-Space Outpost

http://www.aero-news.net/index.cfm

Would Orbit Earth At 277,000 Miles

NASA has a plan on the drawing board that would establish
an outpost some 277,000 miles from the Earth, according to
documents obtained by a Florida newspaper. The space
station would maintain an orbit beyond that of the moon,
and be a "staging area" for potential Lunar and Martian
missions.

According to an enterprise report in the Orlando Sentinel, the
agency thinks that the outpost could be built at least in part
with leftover parts from the ISS about 38,000 miles beyond the
moon. The orbit was chosen because it represents an
"equilibrium" point that would allow the station to stay in
orbit with minimal power. The orbit is called the "Earth-Moon
Lagrange Point 2."

NASA administrator Charles Bolden reportedly briefed the White
House on the plan earlier this month. There is no indication of
the level of support that may be coming from the Obama
administration.

The outpost would be built in a series of missions using the SLS
and Orion spacecraft currently in development. Such a program
would give the Orion, designed as a follow-on to the space
shuttle, a more immediate purpose.

But of course, cost is always the issue with NASA. Such a
program would likely cost billions of dollars, and even
congressional proponents of the agency say the money is "going
to get tighter". Astronaut safety is also a major consideration.
At that distance, anyone on board the station would be subjected
to high levels of solar and other radiation, and it would be a
long way to get home should something go wrong.

FMI: www.nasa.gov
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The Other Side Of Truth Book Release

From: Paul Kimball <paulkimball.nul>
Date: Fri, 5 Oct 2012 09:14:27 -0300
Archived: Fri, 05 Oct 2012 19:11:15 -0400
Subject: The Other Side Of Truth Book Release

Listers,

In the "scratch something else off my bucket list" file, my book
The Other Side of Truth has been published and is now available
for purchase should anyone feel so inclined.

Here's the blurb:

"In The Other Side of Truth, filmmaker Paul Kimball crosses the
Rubicon of the imagination to explore the idea that what we call
the 'paranormal' is actually a form of artistic expression
created by an advanced non-human intelligence to inspire us to
think about who we are, where we have been, and where we are
going. Using his own journey of discovery as the starting point,
Kimball presents the 'other side of truth' - the world not as we
have been told it is, but as we are being encouraged to imagine
that it could become."

Or, as I wrote, with tongue firmly planted in cheek on my
Facebook page, "I'm thinking of billing the book as follows: 'A
self-proclaimed agnostic dilettante filmmaker with pretensions
to be a socialist revolutionary writes a book about God under
the aegis of discussing the paranormal, and without ever really
mentioning God."

My more evangelical relatives were most amused.

Anyway, it will be appearing at the main Amazon sites
in 5 to 7 days, but it's already at their CreateSpace
store:

https://www.createspace.com/3970567

(Un)reasonably priced at USD $15.95. In 2013, e-book versions
will be available through Redstar's UK partners, and you'll also
be able to find it sometime before the end of the year at bricks
& mortar bookstores, or at least order it from them.

Thanks to Errol, by the way, who was kind enough to have a look
at an advance copy and offer the following:

"=93It=92s a clich=E9, but Paul Kimball=92s The Other Side Of Truth is a
=91must read=92 for the choir, the seekers and the doubters. His
honest curiosity and skepticism -- demonstrated over the years on
my e-mail list and radio program -- combine, presenting his
findings in an intriguing and easy read.=94

Best regards,
Paul Kimball
www.redstarfilmtv.com/books

--
Paul Kimball, LL.B.
President - Redstar Films Limited
2541 Robie Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K 4N3
ph. 902-429-7760
www.redstarfilmtv.com (corporate)
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Couple Records Video Of Daylight Boomerang

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Sat, 06 Oct 2012 22:57:59 -0400
Archived: Sat, 06 Oct 2012 22:57:59 -0400
Subject: Couple Records Video Of Daylight Boomerang

Source: UFOExaminer.Com

http://tinyurl.com/9ysodfb

October 6, 2012

California Couple Records Video Of Daylight Boomerang UFO
By Roger Marsh

[Photographs]

Two California witnesses at Burbank report watching and
photographing a boomerang-shaped object that crossed the sky
about 4:55 p.m. on October 5, 2012, according to testimony from
the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON) witness reporting database.

The couple was on a rooftop area that faces toward the mountains
north of Burbank when the object was first seen.

"I saw this white object in the sky," the reporting witness
stated. "It was very apparent. At first I thought maybe an
airplane, but it didn't appear to be moving so I called my wife.
We grabbed our cameras and began to take video and photos of the
object."

A group of images was submitted in a single file; and one video
was submitted with the MUFON report, which was filed on October
6, 2012.

[More at site...]
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Diamond-Shaped UFO Reported Over Missouri Town

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Sat, 06 Oct 2012 23:01:12 -0400
Archived: Sat, 06 Oct 2012 23:01:12 -0400
Subject: Diamond-Shaped UFO Reported Over Missouri Town

Source: UFOExaminer.Com

http://tinyurl.com/8nedkz5

October 6, 2012

Diamond-Shaped UFO Reported At 500 Feet Over Missouri Town
Roger Marsh

A Missouri couple at Richmond reported watching a diamond-shaped
object hovering with a single light about 500 feet off of the
ground about 10:19 p.m. on October 5, 2012, according to
testimony from the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON) witness reporting
database.

The couple was about three miles outside of Richmond on 210
Highway when the object first appeared as an "extremely bright,
low light."

"At first it appeared to be hovering," the reporting witness
stated. "As we got closer it started to slowly move southwest.
The object was only 500 feet off of the ground. It had four
lights in the shape of a diamond and had a bright light on the
nose."

As the object moved overhead, the couple pulled over for a
better look.

[More at site...]
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An Overview Of UFOs At Weapons Sites

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Sun, 07 Oct 2012 06:47:54 -0400
Archived: Sun, 07 Oct 2012 06:47:54 -0400
Subject: An Overview Of UFOs At Weapons Sites

Source: Frank Warren's TheUFOChronicles.Com

http://tinyurl.com/8zpqs7l

Saturday, October 06, 2012

UFO Activity At Nuclear Weapons Sites:
An Overview
By Robert Hastings
www.ufohastings.com

Robert Hastings says: "I am now a regular contributor for the
MUFON UFO Journal with a column titled 'UFOs and Nukes'. The
organization's management has given me permission to post past
articles here at The UFO Chronicles, in the spirit of 'spreading
the word' about the UFO phenomenon's well-documented link to
nuclear weapons. Here is my September 2012 offering."

As noted in last month's column, over the past 39 years I have
interviewed more than 130 former or retired U.S. military
personnel regarding their involvement in one or more UFO
incidents at nuclear weapons facilities. My September 27, 2010
press conference in Washington D.C.=97during which seven U.S. Air
Force veterans discussed UFO incursions at various ICBM sites
and one Weapons Storage Area=97was streamed live by CNN=96see below:

http://tinyurl.com/3ffchjg

I plan to include this link in future columns so as to provide
the widest possible exposure for the very important witness
testimony presented in it. If World War III had erupted during
the perilous Cold War era, some of the individuals appearing at
the press conference would have launched nuclear missiles, under
presidential order, to set that tragic catastrophe in motion.
Significantly, these same persons are now divulging a dramatic
and important fact: UFOs have monitored our ICBMs on an ongoing
basis and have, on occasion, disrupted their functionality, at
least temporarily.

If this were not enough, Soviet Army veterans and now-available
government documents from the former U.S.S.R. confirm that such
incidents also occurred in that country during the same
dangerous period in human history. In other words, as dubious as
this claim may seem to some, it appears that outside observers,
possessing vastly superior technology, have kept a close eye on
international affairs during the Nuclear Age and have taken, for
whatever reason, actions apparently designed to get the
attention of the powers-that-be in both the U.S. and Russia.
Moreover, fragmentary reports suggest that other nuclear powers,
including Great Britain and France, have experienced UFO
activity at their nuclear test sites as well.

[More at site... thanks to Robert Hastings for the lead]
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USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Sun, 07 Oct 2012 09:51:56 -0400
Archived: Sun, 07 Oct 2012 09:51:56 -0400
Subject: USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics

Source: Wired.Com

http://tinyurl.com/94m5qor

October 5, 2012

[Schematics, Rendering & Video]

Declassified At Last: Air Force's Supersonic Flying Saucer
Schematics

Officially, aliens have never existed but flying saucers very
nearly did. The National Archives has recently published never-
before-seen schematics and details of a 1950s military venture,
called Project 1794, which aimed to build a supersonic flying
saucer.

The newly declassified materials show the U.S. Air Force had a
contract with a now-defunct Canadian company to build an
aircraft unlike anything seen before. Project 1794 got as far as
the initial rounds of product development and into prototype
design. In a memo dating from 1956 the results from pre-
prototype testing are summarized and reveal exactly what the
developers had hoped to create.

The saucer was supposed to reach a top speed of “between Mach 3
and Mach 4, a ceiling of over 100,000 ft. and a maximum range
with allowances of about 1,000 nautical miles,” according to the
document.

[More at site... thanks to Steve Sawyer for the lead]
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Astronomer Wants UFOs Studied Scientifically

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Sun, 07 Oct 2012 10:47:34 -0400
Archived: Sun, 07 Oct 2012 10:47:34 -0400
Subject: Astronomer Wants UFOs Studied Scientifically

Source: HuffPo.Com

http://tinyurl.com/9ck9huk

10/06/2012

Derrick Pitts, Astronomer, Wants UFOs Studied With Science
Lee Speigel

Nothing kills a career faster than being branded a kook, and in
many circles, that's what you are when you admit you've seen a
UFO.

The stakes are raised, of course, if we're talking about
academic communities, and even more so among astronomers --
people who study the skies.

Many astronomers say there's nothing of any scientific merit
that could result in the study of UFOs.

With the career suicide stakes for astronomers so high, some UFO
researchers believe many of them are hesitant to step forward.
Certainly, the Air Force's Project Bluebook -- the last
officially announced government study of unidentified flying
objects -- concluded that five percent of the cases investigated
could not be immediately explained away.

Nevertheless, one nationally renowned astronomer, Derrick Pitts,
tells The Huffington Post that it might be time for a thorough
study of unexplained aerial phenomena.

[More at site... ]
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Re: USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics

From: Don Ledger <dledger.nul>
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 15:15:02 -0300
Archived: Sun, 07 Oct 2012 16:52:45 -0400
Subject: Re: USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics

>Source: Wired.Com

>http://tinyurl.com/94m5qor

>October 5, 2012

>[Schematics, Rendering & Video]

>Declassified At Last: Air Force's Supersonic Flying Saucer
>Schematics

>Officially, aliens have never existed but flying saucers very
>nearly did. The National Archives has recently published never-
>before-seen schematics and details of a 1950s military venture,
>called Project 1794, which aimed to build a supersonic flying
>saucer.

>The newly declassified materials show the U.S. Air Force had a
>contract with a now-defunct Canadian company to build an
>aircraft unlike anything seen before. Project 1794 got as far as
>the initial rounds of product development and into prototype
>design. In a memo dating from 1956 the results from pre-
>prototype testing are summarized and reveal exactly what the
>developers had hoped to create.

The saucer was supposed to reach a top speed of "between Mach 3
and Mach 4, a ceiling of over 100,000 ft. and a maximum range
with allowances of about 1,000 nautical miles", according to the
document.

Never did tough did it? In fact the initial design requirements
asked for these specs. The engineering indicated differently.

Nothing new here. These 'just released' drawings have been
around for years. Never built therefore never flown. Highly
unstable anyway. See the video of the Avro Canada 'Flying
Saucer' (Avro Car-under USAF contract) that never got more than
4 feet off the ground at Malton outside of Toronto.

We have to re-hash this same stuff about every 5 or 6 years.

Cue the Nazi Flying saucer and the Horton glider.

So let's go,

Don Ledger
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Ancient Aliens Debunked

From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
Archived: Mon, 08 Oct 2012 08:13:56 -0400
Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

http://tinyurl.com/9mpla2s

I know the flaws in Von Daniken's works have been exposed years
ago - all that stuff about UFO landing strips (since when have
saucers needed runways?) and models of ancient planes which are
obviously stylised birds.

But I've fondly clung to the unsolveable mysteries of gigantic
stone monuments that couldn't be moved without some lost
technology.

So when I settled down to watch this debunk of Ancient Aliens I
expected it to be the usual narrow minded cherry picking from
the sceptical crowd who can't think out of the box.

I haven't watched all three hours yet but I found myself
agreeing with just about all I viewed.

I'm still not totally convinced that 800 ton blocks could have
been moved just by brute force and cut to such precision with
primitive tools - but who knows?

I certainly don't anymore......

I do know it doesn't need aliens to make complex crop formations
so maybe the good old human race can rustle up a pyramid or two
with enough slaves to do the work.....

For once I consider a sceptical piece provides a very valid
'balance' to a controversial TV series.

But I'm interested whether others think so too.

Dave Haith

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

From: Gregory Boone <evolbaby.nul>
Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 13:35:35 -0400 (EDT)
Archived: Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:07:57 -0400
Subject: Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates <post.nul>
>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
>Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>http://tinyurl.com/9mpla2s

<snip>

Like I'd said on this list before, the Pyramids were built by
very, very, very, smart Africans in Egypt.

This documentary is awesome. It explains a lot that had been
tossed at the public without proper scientific analysis.

There are some things that I would question but the producers
even cover that they can't explain everything.

Good job of doing what real investigation should be.

One thing that they missed is what about Gazoo the friendly
space alien that helped out Fred Flintstone whenever he was in a
jam? :)

Best,

Greg
ufomafia.com/blog

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

From: Don Ledger <dledger.nul>
Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 15:33:07 -0300
Archived: Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:13:00 -0400
Subject: Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates <post.nul>
>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
>Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>http://tinyurl.com/9mpla2s

>I know the flaws in Von Daniken's works have been exposed years
>ago - all that stuff about UFO landing strips (since when have
>saucers needed runways?) and models of ancient planes which are
>obviously stylised birds.

>But I've fondly clung to the unsolveable mysteries of gigantic
>stone monuments that couldn't be moved without some lost
>technology.

>So when I settled down to watch this debunk of Ancient Aliens I
>expected it to be the usual narrow minded cherry picking from
>the sceptical crowd who can't think out of the box.

>I haven't watched all three hours yet but I found myself
>agreeing with just about all I viewed.

>I'm still not totally convinced that 800 ton blocks could have
>been moved just by brute force and cut to such precision with
>primitive tools - but who knows?

>I certainly don't anymore...

>I do know it doesn't need aliens to make complex crop formations
>so maybe the good old human race can rustle up a pyramid or two
>with enough slaves to do the work.....

>For once I consider a sceptical piece provides a very valid
>'balance' to a controversial TV series.

>But I'm interested whether others think so too.

There are some puzzles that remain for me, Dave.

The gold airplane found in Central America proved to be over a
thousand years old. The wooden model found in an Egyptian Tomb.

http://www.world-mysteries.com/sar_7.htm

Each is of course is said to be copies of birds or perhaps
butterflies; ignoring the fact that not one bug or bird on the planet
has a vertical stabilizer, with horizontal stabilizers as well.

One culprit might fit the bill, a certain species of the flying fish:

http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/fish/flying-fish/

The gold trinket is a delta winged artefact and has a cockpit and a
windshield right where it should be.

Paintings and wood cuttings from hundreds and thousands of years
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ago remain to haunt us with depictions of objects flying through
the skies without the usual angel appearance.

Archaeology is constantly coming up with evidence of human
occupation of the Americas long before the ancestors of the
Indians showed up.

3,000 year old Egyptian mummies with cocaine in their remains as
well as tobacco. Where did the banana come from? Who dug the
tributaries on the Amazon River? Once thought to be natural even
though they are straight, they now find that many were dug and
are not natural.

From space one can see huge tracts of the Brazilian jungle was
once cultivated and irrigated. Estimated population of that
area; 99 million several thousands of years ago.

Lots of mysteries. Few answers.

Don ledger

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics

From: Nick Balaskas <nikolaos.nul>
Date: Mon, 08 Oct 2012 14:41:16 -0400
Archived: Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:14:36 -0400
Subject: Re: USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics

>From: Don Ledger <dledger.nul>
>To: <post.nul>
>Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 15:15:02 -0300
>Subject: Re: USAF's Supersonic Flying Saucer Schematics

>>Source: Wired.Com

>>http://tinyurl.com/94m5qor

>>October 5, 2012

>>[Schematics, Rendering & Video]

>>Declassified At Last: Air Force's Supersonic Flying Saucer
>>Schematics

>>Officially, aliens have never existed but flying saucers very
>>nearly did. The National Archives has recently published never-
>>before-seen schematics and details of a 1950s military venture,
>>called Project 1794, which aimed to build a supersonic flying
>>saucer.

>>The newly declassified materials show the U.S. Air Force had a
>>contract with a now-defunct Canadian company to build an
>>aircraft unlike anything seen before. Project 1794 got as far as
>>the initial rounds of product development and into prototype
>>design. In a memo dating from 1956 the results from pre-
>>prototype testing are summarized and reveal exactly what the
>>developers had hoped to create.

>The saucer was supposed to reach a top speed of "between Mach 3
>and Mach 4, a ceiling of over 100,000 ft. and a maximum range
>with allowances of about 1,000 nautical miles", according to the
>document.

>Never did tough did it? In fact the initial design requirements
>asked for these specs. The engineering indicated differently.

>Nothing new here. These 'just released' drawings have been
>around for years. Never built therefore never flown. Highly
>unstable anyway. See the video of the Avro Canada 'Flying
>Saucer' (Avro Car-under USAF contract) that never got more than
>4 feet off the ground at Malton outside of Toronto.

>We have to re-hash this same stuff about every 5 or 6 years.

>Cue the Nazi Flying saucer and the Horton glider.

>So let's go,

Hi Don, Everyone!

From the November, 2000 'Popular Science' cover story about the
USAF's secret nuclear powered manned orbiting flying saucer that
closely resembles the secret supersonic VTOL Project Y designed
and built 60 years ago by Avro Canada, as well as testimony from
inside sources/expert witnesses and leaked or declassified
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primary documents now available to researchers and the public,
this flying saucer project was NOT dropped but continued to be
developed and be test flown in secret, initially in the sky over
Toronto. The disk shaped AvroCar "hovercraft" served well as a
cover for Project Y which was built at a separate hanger in
Malton, a suburb of Toronto, that was protected by armed guards
and was out-of-bounds to all, including other Avro engineers
except for people like U.S. Army's General Arthur Trudeau

General Trudeau not only initially funded Avro's John Carver
Frost's flying saucer projects (I have an actual photo of them
taken during one such visit to Avro Canada) and who headed the
first U.S. plans to establish a manned base on the Moon (Project
Horizon, well before President Kennedy kick started Apollo) but
who also is alleged to have provided Frost, and Canadian
scientists and engineers in Ottawa, with alien hardware
recovered from crashed flying saucers, including one that was
shot down just outside Washington, D.C. in the summer of 1952
when fighter planes were sent up many times over several days to
intercept these UFOs flying over the U.S. Capital...

The fact that the public is not any wiser today and is still
ignorant about these man-made flying saucers spacecraft but
which were paid for out of the pockets of American taxpayers
(recall that 2.3 trillion dollars could not be accounted for by
Pentagon accountants after 'Popular Science' broke the story) is
because of the great success of this ongoing cover-up and
disinformation campaign to deflect attention from the truth.

Nazi flying saucer technology, and even Canadians with help from
the "Boys Topside" - who could freely land and take-off from the
secret CFB Suffield, Alberta spaceport built in 1954 - also had
much input in the success of the USAF's supersonic flying saucer
that evolved to the nuclear powered manned orbiting spacecraft
which 'Popular Science' (and others, such as physicist and UFO
researcher Bruce Maccabee) wrote about.

Nick Balaskas

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 20:46:51 +0100
Archived: Mon, 08 Oct 2012 16:13:48 -0400
Subject: Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
To: UFO UpDates <post.nul>
Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>From: Don Ledger <dledger.nul>
>To: <post.nul>
>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 15:33:07 -0300
>Subject: Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>>From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
>>To: UFO UpDates <post.nul>
>>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
>>Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>>http://tinyurl.com/9mpla2s

<snip>

>>For once I consider a sceptical piece provides a very valid
>>'balance' to a controversial TV series.

>>But I'm interested whether others think so too.

>There are some puzzles that remain for me, Dave.

>The gold airplane found in Central America proved to be over a
>thousand years old. The wooden model found in an Egyptian Tomb.

>http://www.world-mysteries.com/sar_7.htm

>Each is of course is said to be copies of birds or perhaps
>butterflies; ignoring the fact that not one bug or bird on the planet
>has a vertical stabilizer, with horizontal stabilizers as well.

>One culprit might fit the bill, a certain species of the flying fish:

>http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/fish/flying-fish/

>The gold trinket is a delta winged artefact and has a cockpit and a
>windshield right where it should be.

(Snip)

Perhaps you haven't had time to view the complete documentary
yet Don.

But gold 'plane' artifact controversy is covered fully here -
scroll through to the 1 hour 21 min mark.

I think the narrator does a reasonable job of debunking it as an
aircraft but you might disagree.

Generally though I do agree Don that there are still plenty of
mysteries yet to be solved which I guess is what one would
expect in a infinitely complex universe.
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But this TV series in my view seems over simplified in its
explanations - not so different from the religious lobby who say
'God did it'.

This crowd say 'aliens did it'

Dave Haith

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

From: William Treurniet <wtreurniet.nul>
Date: Tue, 09 Oct 2012 17:24:42 -0400
Archived: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 18:29:30 -0400
Subject: Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates <post.nul>
>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
>Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>http://tinyurl.com/9mpla2s

>I know the flaws in Von Daniken's works have been exposed years
>ago - all that stuff about UFO landing strips (since when have
>saucers needed runways?) and models of ancient planes which are
>obviously stylised birds.

>But I've fondly clung to the unsolveable mysteries of gigantic
>stone monuments that couldn't be moved without some lost
>technology.

>So when I settled down to watch this debunk of Ancient Aliens I
>expected it to be the usual narrow minded cherry picking from
>the sceptical crowd who can't think out of the box.

>I haven't watched all three hours yet but I found myself
>agreeing with just about all I viewed.

>I'm still not totally convinced that 800 ton blocks could have
>been moved just by brute force and cut to such precision with
>primitive tools - but who knows?

>I certainly don't anymore......

>I do know it doesn't need aliens to make complex crop formations
>so maybe the good old human race can rustle up a pyramid or two
>with enough slaves to do the work.....

>For once I consider a sceptical piece provides a very valid
>'balance' to a controversial TV series.

>But I'm interested whether others think so too.

I finally got around to watching the video. On the whole, it was
good and I think it should be watched by anyone who has seen the
Ancient Aliens series. Some reasonable alternatives to alien
origins were presented. But I think some of its conclusions are
also unlikely given information not discussed by either source.

Llyod Pye makes the point that given the three Great Pyramids
were constructed in about 100 years, it would have required
fitting a stone every 8.5 minutes, 24/7, with no down time. The
stones are from 10 tons up to 50 tons. Could the proposed
internal ramp have handled such a rate?  Assuming the man-power
was available, laying one stone of that size every 8.5 minutes
for 100 years is hard to imagine without the use of some
additional sophisticated technology.

http://www.lloydpye.com/flash/12-megaliths.swf

Pye also discusses the stonework at Sacsayhuaman, Peru. The
following is largely quoted from his page at

http://tinyurl.com/8dwjpos
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Archaeologists say that hard rock hammered the stones into shape
and polished them. When granite is polished, the softer elements
in the rock wear down first, leaving microscopic and near
microscopic quartz crystals protruding. When a "wedging"
technique is used (when a wedge is fed into a crack or groove in
the stone and used as leverage to fracture it), the direction of
the fracture can't be controlled.

Dr. Ivan Watkins, a Professor of Geology at St. Cloud University
in  Minnesota says that pounding, hammering, grinding, polishing
with abrasives, and wedging, just don't match up with what he
sees under the microscope. The stone is smooth, microscopically
slick and even. The explanation given by Watkins is that heat
can melt quartz fragments into a glaze that fills in the
irregularities, like a ceramic glaze. The exact same sort of
"melting" effect  is produced by modern "thermal disaggregation"
technology, essentially the focused heat found in lasers, which
can be used to cut stone. So who did it, ancient aliens or
humans?

Switching topics, I thought if his argument about UFOs in art
had been taken as far as it could have been, it might have
supported the Ancient Aliens interpretation. He argues that
medieval art is nothing but religious art, i.e., a circle of
angels was drawn to look like a disc. But where did the idea of
a circle of angels come from? One could argue that an actual
disc object inspired the circle of angels, since the latter was
something more familiar to religious artists. So who inspired
the drawings, aliens in craft or religious imagery.

Switching topics again, with respect to the Mitchell-Hedges
crystal skull, he talks of the deceit surrounding the skull's
acquisition and movements, but fails to mention a physical
analysis by Hewlet-Packard which found it was made out of a
single block of natural quartz crystal. There were no tool marks
under high magnification, so it was not a modern creation. The
conclusion was it had been made by hand over a period of several
generations. Also, the jaw was a separate piece that had been
cut from the same crystal - apparently almost impossible to do.
One scientist concluded that for technical reasons, the skull
should not exist. Any errors would have required starting over.
Who had the expertise to grind and polish a single block that
size - ancient aliens or multiple humans over generations?

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

From: Don Ledger <dledger.nul>
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 20:03:18 -0300
Archived: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 18:34:27 -0400
Subject: Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates <post.nul>
>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
>Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>>From: Don Ledger <dledger.nul>
>>To: <post.nul>
>>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 15:33:07 -0300
>>Subject: Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>>>From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
>>>To: UFO UpDates <post.nul>
>>>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
>>>Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>>>http://tinyurl.com/9mpla2s

><snip>

>>>For once I consider a sceptical piece provides a very valid
>>>'balance' to a controversial TV series.

>>>But I'm interested whether others think so too.

>>There are some puzzles that remain for me, Dave.

>>The gold airplane found in Central America proved to be over a
>>thousand years old. The wooden model found in an Egyptian Tomb.

>>http://www.world-mysteries.com/sar_7.htm

>>Each is of course is said to be copies of birds or perhaps
>>butterflies; ignoring the fact that not one bug or bird on the planet
>>has a vertical stabilizer, with horizontal stabilizers as well.

>>One culprit might fit the bill, a certain species of the flying fish:

>>http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/fish/flying-fish/
>
>>The gold trinket is a delta winged artefact and has a cockpit and a
>>windshield right where it should be.

><snip>

>Perhaps you haven't had time to view the complete documentary
>yet Don.

>But gold 'plane' artifact controversy is covered fully here -
>scroll through to the 1 hour 21 min mark.

>I think the narrator does a reasonable job of debunking it as an
>aircraft but you might disagree.

I wasn't convinced of the Catfish similarity. Cat fish have
their fins at mid body (called mid-wing on airplanes) not on the
bottom. The vertical 'fin' is too oversized to account for fish
similarity, artistic license aside.
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Asking why the wings were curved for the flying model is like
asking why and kid's toy is not aerodynamic. Necessary for a
slow model, not for a jet. A 3/4 inch, 4x8 sheet of plywood will
fly at 30 miles an hour from the short runway of a 69 Meteor car
roof I learned this 40 years ago.

The curls in front might depict turbulence ahead of the leading
edge but I doubt it. The vertical 'stabilizer' intrigues me more
than anything. Do the lines denote stiffeners. Where's the
dorsal fin if this is supposed to depict a fish. They all have
dorsal fins.

A lot of the explanations offered were good. Not this one. Also
the chisel explanation was glossed over. They added this metal
and that  to make their chisels, the same metal used the same as
tie-clips to hold stone blocks together.

I watched a documentary once where these same ties were
discussed because metallurgical engineers wondered how these
people managed to come up with this alloy which modern metal
making didn't invent  at Bethel Steel until 1939.

This place on the ancient shore of Titicaca was dated at 17,000
years in this doc.

I don't know if this accurate. But if so how did metal workers
back then come up with chisels hard enough to work stone without
chisel marks?

Just more to confuse things.

Don Ledger

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

From: Edward Gehrman <egehrman.nul>
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 16:53:47 -0700
Archived: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 18:35:34 -0400
Subject: Re: Ancient Aliens Debunked

>From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates <post.nul>
>Date: Mon, 8 Oct 2012 00:38:48 +0100
>Subject: Ancient Aliens Debunked

<snip>

>For once I consider a sceptical piece provides a very valid
>balance' to a controversial TV series.
>But I'm interested whether others think so too.
>Dave Haith

Hi Dave, EBK, List,

I agree. I found it extremely informative, factual, and eye-
opening. My main problem with the "Ancient Aliens" series(before
I watched the debunking)has been their insistence that only
aliens from other solar systems, dimensions, etc, could be
responsible for the perceived anomalies that the series has
studied and discussed.

There was certainly never any consideration given to the
possibility of an ancient homegrown civilization, perhaps sixty
million years older than our own. I know that's not as much a
problem for most of the List as it is for me.

"Ancient Aliens Debunked" is important evidence that those who
have taken the time to watch the "Ancient Aliens" series should
study.

Ed

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:
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Visitors From Elsewhen: Time Travelers Among Us

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 20:00:01 -0400
Archived: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 20:00:01 -0400
Subject: Visitors From Elsewhen: Time Travelers Among Us

Source: Scott Corrales' Inexplicata Blog

http://tinyurl.com/8gbl89c

Wednesday, October 10, 2012

Visitors From Elsewhen: Time Travelers Among Us
By Scott Corrales (c) 2012

Time travel is a subject that has fascinated all manner of
authors and given rise to a galaxy of speculation. Whether it=92s
the romantic, non-technical treatment of Somewhere in Time
(1980), the high-tech action adventure of the Time Tunnel (1968)
or contemporary projects like Looper (2012), the thought of
going back to visit our collective historic past =96 or the
subjective personal past =96 remains a gripping concept, and one
that is surely to remain with us for generations to come. The
ability to go back in time and change situations (the rise of
fascism) or view historic events (the fall of Rome) has also
fueled a number of plots that have become legendary in the realm
of science fiction, which has explored the paradoxes of such
endeavors.

But what does science have to say about this elusive, seductive
subject?

[More at site... thanks to 'The Norm' for the lead]

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Nick Pope Talks About Aliens

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 20:14:08 -0400
Archived: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 20:14:08 -0400
Subject:  Nick Pope Talks About Aliens

Source: Independent.Co.UK

http://tinyurl.com/9qgreaf

Thursday, 11 October 2012

The Truth Is Out There... UFO Expert Nick Pope Talks About Aliens
By Nick Pope

I've been involved with the subject of UFOs since 1991, but
unlike most people with this interest, this didn't result from
my having a sighting and it wasn't a hobby - it was my
government job! I worked for the Ministry of Defence for 21
years, from 1985 to 2006. I had a varied and enjoyable career,
but by far my most bizarre MoD job was one that I did from 1991
to 1994, when my responsibilities included researching and
investigating UFOs.

The MoD's UFO project dates back to the Fifties and the
wonderfully-named Flying Saucer Working Party. This had been set
up in 1950 by MoD's Chief Scientific Adviser, the great radar
pioneer Sir Henry Tizard, who said that UFO sightings should not
be dismissed without first carrying out some sort of proper
scientific investigation.

In fact, the Working Party's conclusions were sceptical. Their
final report - issued in 1951 - concluded that UFO sightings
were misidentifications, hoaxes or delusions and they
recommended that no further investigations be carried out. But
in 1952 the MoD was reluctantly dragged back into the subject
after a wave of sightings during a large NATO exercise, where
UFOs were seen by numerous RAF pilots, and tracked on radar,
performing extraordinary speeds and manoeuvres.

[More at site... ]

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast
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2012 Brazilian Crop Circle Season Starts Early

From: A. J. Gevaerd - Revista UFO <aj.nul>
Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 11:00:24 -0300
Archived: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 20:27:34 -0400
Subject: 2012 Brazilian Crop Circle Season Starts Early

Dear Listers:

About two weeks earlier than expected, a surprising and immense
crop circle was found yesterday in the State of Santa Catarina,
in the south of Brazil. Again, for the fourth year since 2008,
the formation was found in the small city of Ipuacu, some 320
miles west of Florianopolis, the state's capital. Strangely, the
phenomena has never been registered in Brazil prior to 2008, and
since then the crop circle season in the country starts every
year in the last days of October and first few days of November.
The place of their manifestation is always Ipuacu and its
surroundings.

The first formation of this year was confirmed by residents of
the city and is a beautiful and exotic pattern. It has an
immensely more complex shape and is significantly bigger than
the formations of the previous years. The figure was found in a
fresh green wheat field and is a perfect geometric composition.
The agraglyph is composed of a larger circle of about 130 feet
in diameter of folded plants in one extremity, circled by
nothing less than 30 smaller circles disposed as satellites with
plants in their interiors alternately folded clockwise and
counter-clockwise. 

This set is connected by a 'corridor' of folded plants toward
another set of two concentric rings and another circle inside.
No aerial photos have yet been taken, nor any analysis of the
plants on the ground have been made. Also, no ufologists have
been able to assess the formation until the present moment --
which is something that the Brazilian UFO Magazine Team is
preparing to do in the next few hours by visiting the location.

With this first agraglyph of 2012 it becomes evident that this
year's season will be intense. Very curious is the fact that the
mystery has a constant address to manifest, precisely around the
city of Ipuacu, nowhere else in the country. All of the
agroglyphs registered in Brazil are situated some 20 miles
radius from that town, making it clear that the manifestations
have something related to that specific location.

Watch the agro glyph video:

http://youtu.be/8ebtLbR_Ggk

Here are photos of this crop circle:

www.ufo.com.br/public/agroglifos/2012/ipuacu/marcelo_franzosi

Have you all a great Sunday!

A. J. Gevaerd
Editor, Brazilian UFO Magazine
www.ufo.com.br

For those who want more info on the Brazilian crop circles, I
offer these links:

http://tinyurl.com/9hd6dwr
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Cop Reports UFO Abductions MIB Gets Fired

From: Gregory Boone <evolbaby.nul>
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 10:33:15 -0400 (EDT)
Archived: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 11:57:00 -0400
Subject: Cop Reports UFO Abductions MIB Gets Fired

http://ringsidereport.com/?p=23350

This is strange in that it's being covered by a boxing magazine.

Anyone ever research this story?

Best,

Greg
ufomafia.com/blog

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast
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Interview With Dr. Roger Leir

From: Edward Gehrman <egehrman.nul>
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 07:48:45 -0700
Archived: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 12:25:21 -0400
Subject: Interview With Dr. Roger Leir

EBK, List,

You said that if I had any new evidence regarding the AA that I
could submit it. Several years ago Philip Mantle, my daughter
and son-in-law and I visited the Roswell UFO event over the 4th
of July. Dr. Leir was on of the speakers we interviewed. Below
are his comments on the results of the surgery he performs for
the UFO community but also his views on the Alien Autopsy:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3NwgD6HmUQ&feature=plcp

The second link is a loop that Neil Morris made showing just
what Dr. Leir is referring to in his observations. If you look
closely, you'll be able to see exactly what he's describing: As
the knee moves, the thigh rotates. I asked Neil to make this
video for another reason. Can you spot why I made the request?

http://130.88.20.233/~neil/images/ftbnc0000.gif

Ed

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: Interview With Dr. Roger Leir

From: Michael Hughes <michaelmhughes.nul>
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 12:37:46 -0400
Archived: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 07:50:51 -0400
Subject: Re: Interview With Dr. Roger Leir

>From: Edward Gehrman <egehrman.nul>
>To: <post.nul>
>Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 07:48:45 -0700
>Subject: Interview With Dr. Roger Leir

>EBK, List,

>You said that if I had any new evidence regarding the AA that I
>could submit it. Several years ago Philip Mantle, my daughter
>and son-in-law and I visited the Roswell UFO event over the 4th
>of July. Dr. Leir was on of the speakers we interviewed. Below
>are his comments on the results of the surgery he performs for
>the UFO community but also his views on the Alien Autopsy:

>http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Dh3NwgD6HmUQ&feature=3Dplcp

>The second link is a loop that Neil Morris made showing just
>what Dr. Leir is referring to in his observations. If you look
>closely, you'll be able to see exactly what he's describing: As
>the knee moves, the thigh rotates. I asked Neil to make this
>video for another reason. Can you spot why I made the request?

>http://130.88.20.233/~neil/images/ftbnc0000.gif

I find it sad that people are still discussing the alien autopsy
hoax. I've seen better effects in cheap slasher films.

Dr. Leir is trained as a doctor, not a special effects
technician. That's why magicians are important when studying
alleged psychics=97just because you are trained in a branch of
science doesn't mean you can't be fooled.

Michael M. Hughes
-----------------------
michaelmhughes.nul
http://michaelmhughes.com
https://www.facebook.com/michaelmhughes
https://twitter.com/michaelmhughes

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast
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Obama Surpressing UFO Files?

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 07:54:02 -0400
Archived: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 07:54:02 -0400
Subject: Obama Surpressing UFO Files?

Source: Gather.Com

http://tinyurl.com/8nqkcsx

October 13, 2012

Obama Surpressing UFO Files That Could Help Americans?
by Sharon Katz

In 2009 Britain's Prime Minister, David Cameron, promised to
confirm the existence of UFOs and extraterrestrial life. He
vowed to publish any secret files that may exist on alien life
forms once he became prime minister.

Mr. Cameron is not the only political leader that seems to know
about alien life. According to the Huffington Post United
Kingdom, several members of President Obama's administration
want to be open and honest with the public about similar alien
life files. But President Obama has not released any information
that former government whistle blowers say have denied Americans
superior medical and clean energy technologies of
extraterrestrial origin.

In 2009, Dr. Edgar Mitchell, the sixth man to walk on the moon,
said that the American government has had contact with
extraterrestrials on multiple occasions and that these were
ongoing.

[More at site... thanks to Greg Boone for the lead]
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Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 12:20:16 +0100
Archived: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 07:57:17 -0400
Subject: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

Hello List,

A recent news article is on "The Best Way to Find Aliens: Look
for Their Solar Power Plants" at:

http://tinyurl.com/995tzzd

and it mentions the Kardashev Scale of civilizations. See:

www.perceptions.couk.com/uef/define.html

Which in turn reminded me that although "this classification
ignores any predictions concerning the detailed nature of future
civilizations (which are bound to be wrong) and instead focuses
on aspects that can be reasonably understood by the laws of
physics, such as energy supply" - there's a probable trait of
_all_ successful inter-species/inter-stellar civilizations which
is bound to impinge on the central claim made by the Disclosure
Project. I.e. that our civilization is 'ready' for disclosure
and wouldn't be affected by it.

Wrong! IMHO If, as expected, interspecies civilizations are
forced to value literal truth and abandon fiction/lies/
deceptions of all kinds in order to prevent lethal interspecies
misunderstandings - then the people most affected on Earth will
be those presently holding most power. That is, the politicians,
lawyers, priests, corporate advertizers etc, whose trades depend
on fictions of all kinds.

And, if you pursue the logic of that imperative, even police and
military forces would be verboten: see:

www.perceptions.couk.com/advanced.html

So maybe don't expect 'Disclosure' anytime soon, seems we have a
lot of growing-up to do first.

Cheers

Ray D

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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UK Blocks 'UFO-hacker' McKinnon Extradition To US

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 10:43:01 -0400
Archived: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 10:43:01 -0400
Subject: UK Blocks 'UFO-hacker' McKinnon Extradition To US

Source: RT.Com

http://tinyurl.com/9j2ku6v

16 October, 2012

UK Blocks 'UFO-hacker' McKinnon Extradition To US

Home Secretary Theresa May has announced that Gary McKinnon, who
was accused of hacking into the Pentagon's computer network,
will not be extradited to the US. The move is due to the risk of
McKinnon ending his own life.

The home secretary said that there is no doubt McKinnon is
seriously ill, that she carefully examined the medical evidence
and took legal advice, concluding that his extradition would
pose such a high risk that he would end his life, which
restricts his human rights.

McKinnon, 46, suffers from Asperger's syndrome. If convicted in
the US, he could face up to 60 years in jail.

The case of McKinnon has become the first time the British
government has refused to extradite someone across the Atlantic
since the existing UK-USA extradition treaty came into force in
January 2004, The Independent reports.

[More at site... thanks to Greg Boone for the lead]
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Re: UK Blocks 'UFO-hacker' McKinnon Extradition To

From: Alfred Lehmberg <alienview.nul>
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 14:53:07 +0000
Archived: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 11:02:26 -0400
Subject: Re: UK Blocks 'UFO-hacker' McKinnon Extradition To

>Source: RT.Com

>http://tinyurl.com/9j2ku6v

>16 October, 2012

>UK Blocks 'UFO-hacker' McKinnon Extradition To US

>Home Secretary Theresa May has announced that Gary McKinnon, who
>was accused of hacking into the Pentagon's computer network,
>will not be extradited to the US. The move is due to the risk of
>McKinnon ending his own life.

>The home secretary said that there is no doubt McKinnon is
>seriously ill, that she carefully examined the medical evidence
>and took legal advice, concluding that his extradition would
>pose such a high risk that he would end his life, which
>restricts his human rights.

>McKinnon, 46, suffers from Asperger's syndrome. If convicted in
>the US, he could face up to 60 years in jail.

>The case of McKinnon has become the first time the British
>government has refused to extradite someone across the Atlantic
>since the existing UK-USA extradition treaty came into force in
>January 2004, The Independent reports.

>[More at site... thanks to Greg Boone for the lead]

"Free at last! Free at last! Thank GOD almighty! Free at last!"

alienview.nul
www.AlienView.net
AVG Blog -- http://alienviewgroup.blogspot.com/
U F O M a g a z i n e -- www.ufomag.com

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast
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Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

From: William Treurniet <wtreurniet.nul>
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 09:16:48 -0400
Archived: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 11:04:09 -0400
Subject: Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

>From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
>Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 12:20:16 +0100
>Subject: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

><snip>

>Wrong! IMHO If, as expected, interspecies civilizations are
>forced to value literal truth and abandon fiction/lies/
>deceptions of all kinds in order to prevent lethal interspecies
>misunderstandings - then the people most affected on Earth will
>be those presently holding most power. That is, the politicians,
>lawyers, priests, corporate advertizers etc, whose trades depend
>on fictions of all kinds.

>And, if you pursue the logic of that imperative, even police and
>military forces would be verboten: see:

>www.perceptions.couk.com/advanced.html

>So maybe don't expect 'Disclosure' anytime soon, seems we have a
>lot of growing-up to do first.

What needs to happen to us as a civilization is nicely described
in Enrique Barrios' book "Ami - Child of the Stars".

http://www.ebarrios.com/indexEn.htm

It is said to be an account of a real contactee experience
disguised as fiction. A young boy meets an ET on a beach,
befriends him, and is taken to visit another world so he can see
a more ideal society in action.

He is told that we lack 'solidarity', defined as "the energy of
love, affection and kindness. If a world’s level of solidarity
is low, there is unhappiness, hate, violence, division and war.
If, at the same time, there is a high level of the capacity for
destruction...

If a civilisation hasn’t developed ‘solidarity’, wisdom or
kindness while developing a high level of scientific knowledge,
it will end up using that knowledge against itself. That happens
long before a civilisation could travel to other worlds. The
Universe doesn’t ‘commit suicide,’ it doesn’t permit anything to
last very long that goes against the highest purpose of the
Universe, life itself.”

It was an enjoyable story and, whether fiction or not, it's
lesson feels like truth.

William
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Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 19:22:11 +0100
Archived: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 11:09:41 -0400
Subject: Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

>From: William Treurniet <wtreurniet.nul>
>To: post.nul
>Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 09:16:48 -0400
>Subject: Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

>>From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
>>Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 12:20:16 +0100
>>Subject: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

>><snip>

>>Wrong! IMHO If, as expected, interspecies civilizations are
>>forced to value literal truth and abandon fiction /
>>lies/deceptions of all kinds in order to prevent lethal
>>interspecies misunderstandings - then the people most affected
>>on Earth will be those presently holding most power. That is,
>>the politicians, lawyers, priests, corporate advertizers etc,
>>whose trades depend on fictions of all kinds.

>>And, if you pursue the logic of that imperative, even police
>>and military forces would be verboten:

<snip>

>What needs to happen to us as a civilization is nicely described
>in Enrique Barrios' book "Ami - Child of the Stars".
>http://www.ebarrios.com/indexEn.htm

<snip>

>It was an enjoyable story and, whether fiction or not, it's
>lesson feels like truth.

Hi William,

Good story. However I should make it clear that 'non-fiction
interspecies civilization' was an expectation arived at by some
long-term evolutionary analysis - using the 'real evolution' of
Wallace, not Darwin.

As you probably know there's always at least three credible
evolutionary forecasts - short, medium and long-term. I.e you
can attain short-term 'success' by going carnivorous and gaining
in size and speed, but predators tend to go extinct at every
'horizon' (drastic change in conditions as seen by archeology)
while their prey usually survive and adapt, so adaptability and
intelligence are called for in the medium term.

What the long-term demands is a matter for conjecture but if it
involves getting along with more advanced - and technically
powerful - beings of (probably) entirely different evolutionary
backgrounds then it seems that tolerance, tact and complete
sincerity will be necessary. I.e. we wouldn't be well placed if
caught out in deception - even once.

So evolutionary theory tells us that humans like our present
politicos, media, lawyers etc will die out - or else they'll get
us all killed.
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BTW - have read a few attempts at this, mostly unconvincing: As
an exercise try to imagine a conference between a carnivore, a
herbivore, a hive-entity, a vegetable being and a plasma
intelligence. See any common ground there?

Cheers

Ray D

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:
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Circles In Brazil Become Police Matter

From: Eustaquio Andrea Patounas <socex.ufobras.nul>
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 23:17:40 -0300
Archived: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 11:15:55 -0400
Subject: Circles In Brazil Become Police Matter

Crop Circles In West Santa Catarina State [Brazil] Turn Into
Police Matter

Owner of wheat field in Ipuacu, where some "agroglyphs"
appeared, wants compensation
By Darci Debona - Diario Catarinense

http://tinyurl.com/cu2857l

The appearance of circles on wheat crop fields from West for the
fifth year in a row ended up becoming a police matter. The owner
of the area where the so-called agroglyphs were found, Liana
Faccio, made an incident report at the Ipuacu police station.
According to her what damaged her wheat had nothing to do with
Aliens and was made by Earthlings, from whom she will demand
compensation.

She even hired a watchman to stop curious people from causing
even further damage to her wheat field. Vilson Cunico is earning
from U$25 to U$30 a day to watch the field. Sometimes he needs
the assistance of Dercilio Bernardes, who works for the Faccio
family. Bernardes stopped being a farmer to become a watchman.

Regarding the 30 circles which occupy an area around the same
size as half of a soccer field, Cunico is emphatic:

- It's no big deal, it's just stomped wheat.

On Monday the deputy from Abelardo Luz county, Joao Luiz Miotto,
along with investigator, Renan Gatti, were in the place. And
despite the fear from a few people who even thought of Aliens
the policemen have no doubt.

- It's a prank - stated Miotto.

- The people who did this have nothing better to do - completed
Gatti.

They claim those responsible for the damage to the crop will be
identified and punished. At the site they saw evidence that at
the center of the circles there's a difference in texture,
showing that the point was used as an axis point to stomp the
wheat, probably with a rope and a plank.

Besides the due compensation, those responsible - who may be
wanting to create an air of mystery among the community - may
also answer for the crime of damage to property, with a sentence
ranging from six months up to a year in prison.

Other circles appeared in Ouro Verde, Bom Jesus and Xanxere

The president of the Astronomy Study Group from the Federal
University of Santa Catarina (UFSC), Adolfo Stotz Neto, said the
agroglyphs found on the West are just a prank, just as happened
on the 1970s in Europe. He joked that these signs always show up
in wheat crops and leave no mark beyond the stomped plants.

There is no evidence of something burnt by the action of any
energy, and there are no records in other crops. He claimed the
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Universe may be inhabited, but this remains an unconfirmed
question.

Other crop circles have also been made in Ouro Verde, Bom Jesus
and Xanxere, neighbor cities to Ipuacu. In all cases they are
made in wheat crops, where the formations are better seen.
Besides that, the vandal acts are promoted on weekends and
holidays, when the families who work day by day, the whole week,
take their time to rest and go on vacation. [Friday, October
12th, was a National Holiday in Brazil] That is, these Aliens
are from the West indeed.

Interview: "This is an act of vandalism", claims Liana Faccio,
owner of the field

The owner of the crop field where the circle appeared, Liana
Faccio, spent the weekend trying to stop curious people from
damaging her crop even further. She is adamant that everything
is just the making of human beings and wants compensation for
it.

Diario Catarinense (DC) - How did you came to know about the
circles?

Liana Faccio - Someone saw them and told a worker of mine, who
told me.

DC - What is your evaluation of what happened?

Liana - This is an act of vandalism. Someone trying to make the
headlines. It's a waste of time. It's no joking matter, they are
damaging other people's property. This weekend I made over 50
people who wanted to visite the site go back they way they came.
Even a car eneter the cropfield. Don't they know that is private
property?

DC - What measures did you take?

Liana - I made an incident report [at the polie station], put a
watchman and sprayed a product to make the crop dry faster to
harvest it earlier. I won't leave this here until the weekend,
or it will become a circus. People from Concordia, Galvao, came
just to see the circles.

DC - What has been your loss?

Liana - It must be over U$500, as I have lost around 30 bags,
worth around U$15 each, as this was a wheat that would be used
as seed.

DC - Will you ask for compensation?

Liana - I will ask for everything I have the right for.

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Alpha Centauri B Has An Earth-Mass Planet!

From: Nick Balaskas <nikolaos.nul>
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:22:11 -0400
Archived: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 11:17:40 -0400
Subject: Alpha Centauri B Has An Earth-Mass Planet!

Good News Everyone!

This announcement of an Earth-size planet orbiting a Sun-like
star so very close to us is just the news the world needs to
inspire and motivate mankind in its next goal for space
exploration - to build a "starship" and boldly set out with a
crew to establish the first human settlement on this New Earth.

According to Ben Rich who headed the Skunk Works (which built
the Pentagon's secret aircraft such as the Steath Fighter and
other advance aerospace vehicles), "We also know how to travel
to the stars." and "If you've seen it in Star Trek or Star Wars,
we've been there and done that." If this is true, we do not need
a 100 year feasibilty study or wait until after we discover some
new propulsion technology since this generation is ready to
travel to the stars now!

The generally accepted view that a Earth-size rocky planet must
not be too close or too far from its "sun" so that water could
exist on its surface in liquid form and thus be an ideal world
for Earth-like life (the so-called "Habitable Zone") is not
really a valid one. For example, our Moon (a rocky world a
little smaller than the Earth is also within the same region of
the Habitable Zone as our world but has no liquid water on its
surface. Also, just because the newly discovered Earth-like
planet is much closer to Alpha Centauri B than Mercury is to our
Sun is not necessarily "much too hot for life as we know it". If
only one side of this planet always faces Alpha Centauri B (just
like only one side of the Moon always faces the Earth), then it
is possible that this planet may have a range of temperatures
from extremely hot on the side facing its sun and extremely cold
on the side facing away from its sun.

-----

http://littleurl.info/9zd

Alpha Centauri B Has An Earth-Mass Planet
By Keith Cowing
Posted October 16, 2012 6:00 PM

European astronomers have discovered a planet with about the
mass of the Earth orbiting a star in the Alpha Centauri system -
- the nearest to Earth. It is also the lightest exoplanet ever
discovered around a star like the Sun. The planet was detected
using the HARPS instrument on the 3.6-meter telescope at ESO's
La Silla Observatory in Chile. The results will appear online in
the journal Nature on 17 October 2012.

Alpha Centauri is one of the brightest stars in the southern
skies and is the nearest stellar system to our solar system --
only 4.3 light-years away. It is actually a triple star -- a
system consisting of two stars similar to the Sun orbiting close
to each other, designated Alpha Centauri A and B, and a more
distant and faint red component known as Proxima Centauri [1].
Since the nineteenth century astronomers have speculated about
planets orbiting these bodies, the closest possible abodes for
life beyond the solar system, but searches of increasing
precision had revealed nothing. Until now.
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"Our observations extended over more than four years using the
HARPS instrument and have revealed a tiny, but real, signal from
a planet orbiting Alpha Centauri B every 3.2 days," says Xavier
Dumusque (Geneva Observatory, Switzerland, and Centro de
Astrofisica da Universidade do Porto, Portugal), lead author of
the paper. "It's an extraordinary discovery and it has pushed
our technique to the limit!"

The European team detected the planet by picking up the tiny
wobbles in the motion of the star Alpha Centauri B created by
the gravitational pull of the orbiting planet [2]. The effect is
minute -- it causes the star to move back and forth by no more
than 51 centimeters per second (1.8 km/hour), about the speed of
a baby crawling. This is the highest precision ever achieved
using this method.

Alpha Centauri B is very similar to the Sun but slightly smaller
and less bright. The newly discovered planet, with a mass of a
little more than that of the Earth [3], is orbiting about six
million kilometers away from the star, much closer than Mercury
is to the Sun in the solar system. The orbit of the other bright
component of the double star, Alpha Centauri A, keeps it
hundreds of times further away, but it would still be a very
brilliant object in the planet's skies.

The first exoplanet around a Sun-like star was found by the same
team back in 1995 and since then there have been more than 800
confirmed discoveries, but most are much bigger than the Earth,
and many are as big as Jupiter [4]. The challenge astronomers
now face is to detect and characterize a planet of mass
comparable to the Earth that is orbiting in the habitable zone
[5] around another star. The first step has now been taken [6].

"This is the first planet with a mass similar to Earth ever
found around a star like the Sun. Its orbit is very close to its
star and it must be much too hot for life as we know it," adds
Stephane Udry (Geneva Observatory), a co-author of the paper and
member of the team, "but it may well be just one planet in a
system of several. Our other HARPS results, and new findings
from Kepler, both show clearly that the majority of low-mass
planets are found in such systems."

"This result represents a major step towards the detection of a
twin Earth in the immediate vicinity of the Sun. We live in
exciting times!" concludes Xavier Dumusque.

ESO will hold an online press conference offering journalists
the opportunity to discuss the result and its impact with the
scientists:

http://www.eso.org/public/announcements/ann12072/

Nick Balaskas

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast
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U.S. Government UFO documents: 1947 - 1990

From: Terry W. Colvin <fortean1.nul>
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 19:19:31 +0700 (GMT+07:00)
Archived: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 10:29:14 -0400
Subject: U.S. Government UFO documents: 1947 - 1990

http://tinyurl.com/9cq4gyh

.pdf

Well over 100 pages in this file are U.S. Government memoranda,
electronic messages (teletypes), and other documents that deal
with reports of UFOs. Some pages are very hard to read. The
years run from 1947 to 1990. I recognize a few old chestnuts
such as the 1976 UFO reports from Tehran, Iran and the 1980 UFO
reports in Peru.

Terry

Terry W. Colvin
Ladphrao (Bangkok), Thailand
Pran Buri (Hua Hin), Thailand
http://terrycolvin.freewebsites.com/
[Terry's Fortean & "Work" itty-bitty site]
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Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

From: William Treurniet <wtreurniet.nul>
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 13:22:44 -0400
Archived: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 10:39:30 -0400
Subject: Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

>From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
>To: <post.nul>
>Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 19:22:11 +0100
>Subject: Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

>>From: William Treurniet <wtreurniet.nul>
>>To: post.nul
>>Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 09:16:48 -0400
>>Subject: Re: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

>>>From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
>>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
>>>Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 12:20:16 +0100
>>>Subject: Why 'Disclosure' Probably Won't Happen

><snip>

>>What needs to happen to us as a civilization is nicely described
>>in Enrique Barrios' book "Ami - Child of the Stars".
>>http://www.ebarrios.com/indexEn.htm

><snip>

>Good story. However I should make it clear that 'non-fiction
>interspecies civilization' was an expectation arrived at by some
>long-term evolutionary analysis - using the 'real evolution' of
>Wallace, not Darwin.

><snip>

>What the long-term demands is a matter for conjecture but if it
>involves getting along with more advanced - and technically
>powerful - beings of (probably) entirely different evolutionary
>backgrounds then it seems that tolerance, tact and complete
>sincerity will be necessary. I.e. we wouldn't be well placed if
>caught out in deception - even once.

>So evolutionary theory tells us that humans like our present
>politicos, media, lawyers etc will die out - or else they'll get
>us all killed.

>BTW - have read a few attempts at this, mostly unconvincing: As
>an exercise try to imagine a conference between a carnivore, a
>herbivore, a hive-entity, a vegetable being and a plasma
>intelligence. See any common ground there?

Hi Ray,

Your proposed exercise sets no bounds on species because we
don't know where to set them yet. But in the "Ami" story,
civilizations that had enough "solidarity" (i.e., love,
affection and kindness) needed to become  interstellar travelers
are repelled by the idea of carnivores. We are told that a
carnivore species would either destroy itself before becoming
interstellar travelers, or evolve in solidarity.

The "Ami" story is said to have been written after an experience
the author had in 1985. It was supposedly presented as a
fictional tale because the author didn't want to be labeled a
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nutcase. In the story, he went to another planet where he saw
people originally from earth as well as some other off-planet
species. "Some of them looked very similar to us but others were
very different. They had beautiful, strange expressions; large
eyes, tiny mouths and noses that were sometimes mere dimples and
faces that were olive coloured, rosy, black, dead white, yellow,
and so on."

The shape of the faces described seems a lot like the familiar
stereotypical face of the grey alien. We're just not used to
hearing about the different colours. However, I have learned
from an ET being speaking via a respected medium, that sub-
species of this race have these colours, and that the race as a
whole numbers in the trillions in our galaxy. The being says
that his race prefers friendship in its relationships with
others. Friendship was defined as "respect for another being, as
one would respect self, but never interfering in the learning of
another". This is compatible with the definition of solidarity
in the story. (Incidentally, "never interfering in the learning
of another" explains why we don't have disclosure forced upon us
by the ETs.)

If we give credence to this kind of information, we can set some
probable bounds on the physical ET species we are likely to
encounter. These would likely be vegetarian humanoids who have
evolved to get along with, maybe even have affection for,
others. Our often instinctive suspicion that they will be a
threat to humanity is due to our nature as carnivores.

William
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Re: Circles In Brazil Become Police Matter

From: A. J. Gevaerd - Revista UFO <aj.nul>
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 15:07:54 -0300
Archived: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 10:10:28 -0400
Subject: Re: Circles In Brazil Become Police Matter

>From: Eustaquio Andrea Patounas <socex.ufobras.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
>Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 23:17:40 -0300
>Subject: Circles In Brazil Become Police Matter

>Crop Circles In West Santa Catarina State [Brazil] Turn
>Into Police Matter

>Owner of wheat field in Ipuacu, where some "agroglyphs"
>appeared, wants compensation
>By Darci Debona - Diario Catarinense

>http://tinyurl.com/cu2857l

Dear Listers:

It is very unfortunate that a great opportunity is being lost
here in so many ways.

First, there are only very few real UFO investigators devoting
their free time to go to Ipuacu and check out the agroglyph by
themselves. Yes, it is indeed a long way to Ipuacu from
anywhere, but I've did that several times and it was worth all
of them. Also, despite the fact that the phenomena is so
intellectually provoking, it is strange that most of the
investigators just decided not to pay attention to it.

However, it is even worst that the press is giving to the last
formation found in Brazil a very negative image, due because
both of the inaccuracy in the information collected by their
newsmen and for making the mistake of not consulting people who
have been engaged in the actual investigation of the phenomena.
Instead of that, the press prints rumors.

Well, I spent 45 minutes this morning talking to the people at
Diario Catarinense, the newspaper from Santa Catarina which
article was posted here, located in the same state where the
agroglyphs have been found. And to my complete amazement, I
found out that none of the reporters I spoke with had a single
clue about the phenomena. None! They simply know nothing about
it, have never looked into it, and yet they publish a very
mistaken piece about the phenomena. I had to go into details
with them, giving them info about the crop circles that they
never even dreamed about. They were all fully surprised.

As for the owner of the field where the formation was found, I
discovered that the reason for her being totally upset with what
happened is because she is strongly religious and simply denies
even the smallest possibility that the formation in her land
could be anything but "work of men, not something from God".
Besides, as her father passed away tragically in an accident
just last year, she became seriously superstitious and a closed
person. Did Diario Catarinense checked that out? No.

Another example of the problems with this piece is that the
policemen that gave their opinion about the formation just found
last Saturday haven't even investigated it to speak about.
They've done nothing. And, of course, none of them knows
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anything about the crop circle phenomena at all. Did Diario
Catarinense checked that out? No again.

Also, the mentioned president of the Astronomy Study Group from
the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC), Adolfo Stotz
Neto, who said the agroglyphs found in his own state "are just
pranks", can't be taken seriously. His claim is nothing but
hilarious and for several reasons.

Adolfo Stotz Neto is an astronomer who has absolutely no
knowledge whatsoever about the crop circle phenomena. Actually,
he expressed the most uniformed and unscientific opinion
possible, because he didn't even care to leave his room at the
university to go to the location where the agroglyph was found
to check it out with his own eyes - and mind. This is the fifth
year in a row that he denies going to the field to investigate
the formations, and the fifth year in a row that he condemns the
phenomena. Did Diario Catarinense checked that out? No again.

Besides, what kind of scientist gives an opinion about a strange
phenomena, of any kind, without examining it? Further, his
mention that "the agroglyphs are just pranks, such as what
happened on the 70s in Europe" is itself a reason to make him
look like a fool. So is anybody who doesn't have the necessary
knowledge of the phenomena to condemn it fraud. I have defied
Adolfo Stotz Neto to a debate and he never accepted. Why?

About it all, it is very sad that a great moment is being ruined
here. A phenomena that is genuinely appearing all over the
world, and as such is being investigated by serious people, has
finally started appearing in Brazil and those in place to make
it be properly investigated and then, if confirmed, make their
investigations known to the public, are the ones trying to ruin
the image of a very serious thing.

A. J. Gevaerd

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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More Believe In Aliens Than God

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 10:56:13 -0400
Archived: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 10:56:13 -0400
Subject: More Believe In Aliens Than God

Source: HuffPo

http://tinyurl.com/9cjg7qs

10/18/2012

More Believe In Space Aliens Than In God According To U.K. Survey
Lee Speigel

More than 33 million U.K. citizens believe in extraterrestrial
life, compared to just over 27 million -- less than half the
country -- who believe in God.

That's the result of an online survey of 1,359 adults who were
asked a variety of questions ranging from belief in alien visits
to Earth, suspicions of UFO cover-ups, belief in
extraterrestrials vs. belief in God, and whether or not men
actually landed on the moon.

The survey, conducted by Opinion Matters, revealed the following
statistics among those surveyed:

[More at site... ]
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Re: More Believe In Aliens Than God

From: Alfred Lehmberg <alienview.nul>
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 15:01:29 +0000
Archived: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 12:04:36 -0400
Subject: Re: More Believe In Aliens Than God

>Source: HuffPo

>http://tinyurl.com/9cjg7qs

>10/18/2012

>More Believe In Space Aliens Than In God According To U.K. Survey
>Lee Speigel

>More than 33 million U.K. citizens believe in extraterrestrial
>life, compared to just over 27 million -- less than half the
>country -- who believe in God.

<snip>

Well, thank "God" for that, eh?

alienview.nul
www.AlienView.net
AVG Blog -- http://alienviewgroup.blogspot.com/
U F O M a g a z i n e -- www.ufomag.com
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C.E.s Between Pilots & UFOs Radio Special

From: Giuliano Marinkovic <giuliano.marinkovic.nul>
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 16:41:43 +0100 (BST)
Archived: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 12:12:20 -0400
Subject: C.E.s Between Pilots & UFOs Radio Special

Dear Colleagues,

After three week of intensive production I am happy to announce
a special radio event to be broadcast on October 19, 2012
(Friday) over Croatian State Radio 2 from 09:30 to 11:30 h
(07:30 to 09:30 UTC Time).

Radio Station: Croatian State Radio 2

Streaming Link: http://www.hrt.hr/streamf/PROGRAM2

[In Croatian Language]

Title: Close Encounters Between Pilots and UFOs

Show: Hungry Ears

Subject: Program will present compilation of interviews with
high ranking Air Force officers and officials of civilian
aviation that were collected during the last 16 years.

New exclusive interviews will be aired.

The program will focus on military operations that monitored
UFOs events over former Yugoslavia. Cases of aerial anomalies,
pilot sightings, scrambled airplanes, aerial dogfights and
radar-visual cases will be discussed. All the cases happened
during 1970s and 1980s within the borders of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the country that was dissolved
in 1992

Special guests: journalist Giuliano Marinkovic and Mr. Sc. Josip
Milosevic (master of aeronautics)

New exclusive interviews with some archived statements:

Colonel Milan Macek, ret. - a founder of the Croatian Air
Force & former chief of Croatian Air Force

Lt. Col. Dragutin Prepust, ret. (Air Force)

Lt. Col. Trifko Radeta, ret. (Air Force)

Aldo Matic, former platoon commander of Radar station Kacarevo

Zlatko Veres, former chief of Air Traffic Control of former
Yugoslavia

Dobroslav Dzeba, former civilian Pan-Adria Pilot

Damir Bokunic, former anti-aircraft 20/3 mm gun marksman at
Airport Batajnica, Belgrade

Event organized by:

Giuliano Marinkovic - Former military intelligence SIGINT
operator, Croatian Army
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Bell's, Books, And Candles

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 16:42:45 -0400
Archived: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 16:42:45 -0400
Subject: Bell's, Books, And Candles

Source: Mike Swords' The Big Study Blog

http://tinyurl.com/8bcu8hv

Wednesday, October 17, 2012

Bell's, Books, And Candles
Michael Swords

The blog has been MIA for over three weeks [a long stretch for
me], but with the burnout at the end of each Wheeling "session",
the transition to Kalamazoo, and hosting seven UFO knuckleheads
all last weekend, I'm not too apologetic. The blast effect of
having those guys over has lessened [the kitchen sink is still a
mess], and I'll try to start up a bit with the "meeting" as a
beginning. If you recognize Kalamazoo's famous Bell's Beer in
the photo above, you are not only a beer connoisseur but are
having intuitions that certain UFOlogists can be bribed to be
more congenial and talkative by the effects of good tasting
alcoholic beverages.

The "illuminati" in secret discussion: Closest to camera Will
Matthews, my local UFO friend; going around the table then:
Robert Powell [book project administrator and MUFON Director of
research], Richard Thieme [ former MUFON and CUFOS associate and
world traveling lecturer on subjects too esoteric to mention],
Jan Aldrich [Mr. Sergeant Major of FOIAs], Don Schmitt [The only
person who knows more about Roswell than the government], Jerry
Clark [Of Whom there is no Whomer], and The Maestro of
Abductions Scholarship, the esteemed Dr. Eddie Bullard. Note
that no beer is on the table at the moment, so they were still
making some sort of sense.

Kidding aside, the weekend was an intellectual and anomalistic
blast.

Because it was at least interesting to me, I'll say a little
about what we discussed in our saner moments.

[More at site... ]

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:
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Greer Reports On 'Possible ET Body'

From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 15:35:31 +0100
Archived: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 16:50:20 -0400
Subject: Greer Reports On 'Possible ET Body'

[FYI - Not For Discussion --ebk]

Here's an update if you are interested.

Best Regards

Dave Haith

-----

From: Dr. Steven Greer
To: visions1.nul
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 2:21 PM
Subject: update on Sirius film

October 19, 2012

Dr. Greer reports on research on possible ET body.

After many weeks of travel, we are back to report that amazing
results have been obtained from our study of the small possible
ET body which was discussed in an earlier blog post.

Dr. Bravo, Emery Smith and I traveled to the country that is now
home to this small possible ET body and were able to
successfully obtain extensive X-Ray and CT Scans of the entire
body. We were also able to obtain DNA samples under sterile,
surgical conditions. These DNA samples are now being studied by
one of the world's top geneticists.

The X-Ray and CT scan show an intact, actual biological humanoid
organism, without question. Astonishing 3-D images were able to
be constructed of the body from the detailed CT scan, and we
were able to see internal organs such as lungs and what I am
fairly sure is a heart structure.

These images have just been examined by the world's foremost
authority on skeletal abnormalities, dysplasias and fetal
skeletal syndromes and he has stated that this being is unlike
any known skeletal structure found in humans. We also know that
it is not an ancient hominid, and while humanoid, not apparently
human.

Both this expert as well as the radiologist who is head of the
imaging center where all X-rays and CTs were done have stated
that the bone density precludes the body being that of a 20-22
week aborted human fetus. There is just too much calcium in the
bone for this being to have been the result of a fetus of that
age. Both doctors feel that the being was post-natal at the time
of death (that is had lived for some time outside the womb, if
indeed a womb is involved...).

The procedures for the DNA studies are complex and time-
consuming. Literally the state-of-the-art technology available
on earth will be brought to bear on this study, and the team of
experts are without a doubt the most advanced and professional
team that could possibly be assembled. The DNA studies will take
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around 2 months, and possibly longer.

We hope to provide some of these results, and the detailed CT
and X-ray images, in the film Sirius. (See
Sirius.Neverendinglight.com)

The STAR team has provided film footage of our trip including
the examination and surgical procedures performed on the small
being, as well as the CT scan and X-rays to the A. Kaleka and
the Neverendinglight team to use in the film Sirius.

We have also completed the Sirius Lecture Event in Santa Monica
CA which was a great success and standing room only. A big thank
you to all of you who came out to make that event a wonderful
and historic event!

We have transferred to Neverendinglight hundred of UFO photos,
video tapes, dozens of top-secret witness testimony and top-
secret government documents as well as other materials for the
film. At this point there is enough evidence in hand for a 20
part series! We hope the film Sirius will be completed in
December, 2012 and I will be further interviewed by NEL in
November prior to our Contact expedition to the CA desert Nov.
10-17.

I would like to thank all of you for the enthusiastic support
you have provided to this historic film project Sirius. Without
you, none of this would be possible!

Steven M. Greer MD

www.Sirius.Neverendinglight.com

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:
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Excerpts From My Book & DVD

From: Denis R. Denocla <denocla.nul>
Date: Sat, 20 Oct 2012 11:57:08 +0200
Archived: Sat, 20 Oct 2012 19:40:24 -0400
Subject: Excerpts From My Book & DVD

Hi everybody,

I put an excerpt from my book Presence UFOs, Crop Circles and
Exo-Civilizations on my website, enjoy it...

New Amazing Discoveries!

- The Crop Circles makers identified  (on line extract)
- 18 E.T. species described in detail
- The UFOs travels explained
- The mystery of the black matter solved

http://denocla.com/FREE-EXTRACT-40pages-on-180pages-PRESENCE-ANG-V4.pdf

http://www.denocla.com/?p=824〈=en-us

and you also can get:

My interview by Trice Sheridan & Joe Montaldo on UFO Paranormal
Radio Network

http://www.denocla.com/?p=3017〈=en-us
Excerpt 30mns DVD Presence UFOs, Crop Circles and
Exocivilizations

Part 1
http://youtu.be/hkx1j67p_6o

Part 2
http://youtu.be/bmXMBXPT8So

Part 3
http://youtu.be/c7OcEz30J0Y

Best Regards,

D. R. DENOCLA

http://www.denocla.com
http://www.facebook.com/denocla

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:
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US News & World Report UFOs Danger To Aviation

From: Gregory Boone <evolbaby.nul>
Date: Sat, 20 Oct 2012 10:03:14 -0400 (EDT)
Archived: Sat, 20 Oct 2012 19:46:14 -0400
Subject: US News & World Report UFOs Danger To Aviation

Well this is a surprise to have US News discuss UFOs.

http://tinyurl.com/9uoqvhc

In addition, yesterday, October 19, 2012 was quite a day for UFO
news items that hit the wires like I've never seen before. It
was an across the board peppering of very interesting stories
without the ridicule and nonsense normally associated with the
subject.

Methinks something is going on with government and media
lightening up and realizing they were on the wrong side or
neglected their responsibilities regarding UFOlogists,
witnesses, and experiencers.

We'll see if something shakes from this tree.

Best,

Greg
ufomafia.com/blog

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast
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Re: Greer Reports On 'Possible ET Body'

From: Tyler Kokjohn <TKOKJO.nul>
Date: Sat, 20 Oct 2012 12:20:54 -0700
Archived: Sat, 20 Oct 2012 19:54:32 -0400
Subject: Re: Greer Reports On 'Possible ET Body'

>From: Dave Haith <visions1.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
>Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 15:35:31 +0100
>Subject: Greer Reports On 'Possible ET Body'

[>FYI - Not For Discussion --ebk]

If no discussion of a rather provocative post will be
forthcoming, how about some predictions?

I anticipate we will find -

The world authorities working on the project will never be
identified. If they are, the definition of world authority may
have to be 're-calibrated' to be more inclusive.

No one will offer a cogent explanation as to why the respected
scientific and medical experts contributing to this effort seem
so intent to forego their claims to Nobel prizes as well as the
fame and fortune that would be the rightful due of anyone making
such a once-in-a-lifetime discovery.

If investigators produced X-ray and CT images they did so
without IRB authorization or the knowledge of institutional
authorities because anyone working with an unknown potential
extraterrestrial entity under conditions of less than full
biological containment is a damn fool or an utter ignoramus. We
have enough problems with pathogenic microbes in medical
facilities already without deliberately risking bringing in new
ones. So, who wants to get their CT scan after ET was in
there? More to the point, a _dead_ ET? See why the institution
administrators might view such research as a potential public
relations nightmare and be reticent to approve such work?

But, maybe one of the investigators just happens to have a CT
unit in his basement so they don't need IRB approvals or have to
reimburse anyone for use of the equipment/facilities, costs for
technical personnel to operate the machine, and
creation/interpretation of the images. Hope they don't live
near me. And if an IRB did approve such work, I sure won't be
going to that facility.

None of the work will be independently verified or ever be
published in a reputable scientific journal. No, all the world
authorities want to help Dr. Greer make a few bucks by producing
a documentary.

The world will not come to an end on 21 December 2012. The
documentary won't be finished by that date.

Let's see how I do.

Tyler
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UFO Day In Belleville (Wis.), Oct. 27

From: Rich Heiden <rwheidenu.nul>
Date: Sun, 21 Oct 2012 10:25:38 -0700 (PDT)
Archived: Mon, 22 Oct 2012 18:41:47 -0400
Subject: UFO Day In Belleville (Wis.), Oct. 27

Belleville (Wis.) has UFO Day again this year, on Oct. 27 <

http://www.belleville-wi.com/ufoday/index.htm

They never have anything about actual UFOs (though the local
paper usually prints an article about the 1987 sightings), but
some List members might be interested in it anyway as a cultural
reflection of the UFO phenomenon - even if they can participate
only from a distance.

In 2010, the local post office had a special postmark for the
event, which I know a few ufologists were interested in. Alas,
there was no such postmark last year. I have not been able to
learn if one is planned for 2012 (or I would have sent this out
sooner), but if there is one, I will let you all know.

Rich Heiden

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:
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Encounters In Western United States

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Tue, 23 Oct 2012 18:46:48 -0400
Archived: Tue, 23 Oct 2012 18:46:48 -0400
Subject: Encounters In Western United States

Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal

http://tinyurl.com/8o7be4h

Oct. 23, 2012

Literary Las Vegas: Tracie Austin

Tracie Austin taps alien abductee experiences for her new book
Alien Encounters In The Western United States.

Centennial Hills-area author Tracie Austin's new book "Alien
Encounters in the Western United States" asserts that the number
of people who claim to have been abducted by UFOs has been
increasing steadily since the '70s and that 4 million Americans
believe they've personally experienced an alien encounter.

"Could such an exponential amount of people all be prone to
generating the same psychological fantasy, hallucinations, or
simply lying?" Austin asks. "The answer straightforwardly, is

[More at site... ]
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New App Can Clarify Blurred Photos

From: Gregory Boone <evolbaby.nul>
Date: Tue, 23 Oct 2012 10:24:51 -0400 (EDT)
Archived: Tue, 23 Oct 2012 18:50:28 -0400
Subject: New App Can Clarify Blurred Photos

This new app might be able to sharpen those pesky blurry images
of UFOs and other phenomena.

http://tinyurl.com/8hneeho

This just might be the tool to bring to light more accurate
image data to decades of blurry pics and perhaps film/video.

Best,

Greg
ufomafia.com/blog

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Ringside Report Updates Their Abduction Coverage

From: Gregory Boone <evolbaby.nul>
Date: Tue, 23 Oct 2012 21:50:10 -0400 (EDT)
Archived: Tue, 23 Oct 2012 18:53:21 -0400
Subject: Ringside Report Updates Their Abduction Coverage

Maybe this is what we need more of, independent coverage of UFOs
so that witnesses can bypass the usual venues full of
invalidating creeps.

http://ringsidereport.com/?p=23967

Best,

Greg
ufomafia.com/blog

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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RIP Keepers Of The Faith - Cox

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 04:55:42 -0400
Archived: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 04:55:42 -0400
Subject: RIP Keepers Of The Faith - Cox

Source: Billy Cox's Blog De Void

http://tinyurl.com/8hsrn8u

Wednesday, October 24, 2012

RIP, Keepers Of The Faith
Billy Cox

In a thunderclap of synchronicity, two titans of the Skeptical
world, the likes of whom we may never see again,
passed away on the same day last weekend. Paul Kurtz, 86, and
Leon Jaroff, 85 - co-founders of the Committee for the
Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal - crossed
into the sweet hereafter together on Saturday from 367 miles
apart in New York. Perhaps no two public figures have done more
to stigmatize UFOs in the contemporary mind than these champions
of secular humanism.

"Abracadabra! Hocus-pocus! Shazam!" Paul Kurtz and Leon Jaroff
strived for decades to make UFOs disappear from the national
radar screen/CREDIT: mi9.com

Founded in 1976, CSICOP, known now simply as the Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry, never met a UFO that wasn’t Venus, swamp gas,
a hoax, or induced by psilocybin. Every bit as doctrinaire as
the religious fundamentalism it rightfully hammered, CSICOP was
founded on the belief that nothing outside the five known senses
can exist. Indiscriminate in its assault on The Great Taboo, CSI
today continues to ignore radar data and pilot testimony, and
dumps UFOs into the same laundry basket as tarot cards,
creationism and phrenology. It’s an enduring stench that holds
powerful sway.

"We are", philosophy professor Kurtz once immodestly proclaimed,
"the heroic defenders of science and reason. Our kind of saints
are magicians and comedians. They show by sleight of hand how
you can deceive.”

[More at site... thanks to 'The Norm' for the lead]

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Sci-Fi Writers Help Scientists Bridge Gap

From: Terry W. Colvin <fortean1.nul>
Date: Thu, 25 Oct 2012 10:48:19 +0700 (GMT+07:00)
Archived: Thu, 25 Oct 2012 17:01:18 -0400
Subject: Sci-Fi Writers Help Scientists Bridge Gap

Source: CNN.Com

http://tinyurl.com/8spzaaz

October 24, 2012

Sci-Fi Writers Help Scientists Bridge Gap Between Fantasy
And Reality

By Eoghan Macguire, for CNN

Arizona State University recently launched the Center for
Science and Imagination which will bring scientists, acclaimed
sci-fi writers and artists together to work on "moon shot"
ideas. Arizona State University recently launched the Center for
Science and Imagination which will bring scientists, acclaimed
sci-fi writers and artists together to work on "moon shot"
ideas.

Story Highlights

New research body at Arizona State University aims to
bridge gap between the lab and sci-fi inventions

Center for Science and the Imagination (CSI) brings
creative thinkers into collaboration with scientists

Academic, private corporations and non-profit stakeholders
involved in the project

"Science fiction has a proven ability to inspire scientists
and start technological innovation," sci-fi author says

(CNN) -- The transition of science-fiction gadgets into
scientific reality is seldom a simple process.

More than 20 years on from the Back to the Future trilogy and a
breakthrough in hoverboard technology is still eagerly
anticipated -- not to mention anything close to "Doc" Brown's
time-traveling DeLorean car.

But a new research body at Arizona State University is aiming to
bridge the gap between the lab and the most evocative inventions
of the sci-fi genre.

The Center for Science and the Imagination (CSI), which opened
last month, will bring sci-fi writers into collaboration with
inventors, engineers and technologists.

See also: How search for aliens can sustain life on earth

The goal is to create a network hub for so-called "moon shot"
ideas, where scientists and artists can meet, converse and
potentially put their ideas into practice. "We want to create
conversations that cut across all these different boundaries and
get people thinking in a more expansive way Ed Finn, CSI
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Corporations, including computer-tech behemoth, Intel, and
publisher, HarperCollins are already involved with the group's
early endeavors.

"It's an unusual thing for a university to do because it brings
together a variety of different people who wouldn't usually work
together," says CSI director, Ed Finn.

"We want to create conversations that cut across all these
different boundaries and get people thinking in a more expansive
way about their own work."

One of the center's first projects has pitched acclaimed sci-fi
writer, Neal Stephenson, with ASU professor and structural
engineer, Keith Hjelmstad.

Stephenson is a chief proponent of the dark sci-fi genre,
Cyberpunk, and has spoken publicly and passionately about
arresting the malaise he believes has stunted the imagination of
American science and science fiction.

The pair have so far probed the viability of a 20-kilometer tall
steel tower that could launch vehicles into space more
efficiently.

While this may not be a project that can instantly deliver
practical results, the hope is it will encourage scientists and
sci-fi writers to think big and pose each other challenging
questions.

"This is really what the whole Center for Science and the
Imagination is all about," says Hjelmstad.

"The writers of science fiction or any writers for that matter
are very different from the usual crowd that I hang with."

See also: Scientists to stimulate human brain inside
supercomputer

"People from outside engineering will toss in very basic
questions that specialists will often forget to ask, in this
case 'how high is the tallest structure you can build?'"

"It was incredibly interesting for me to consider the open
question: 'what can you do with structures?' which I hadn't
really done before." "Science fiction has a proven ability to
inspire scientists and start technological innovation Kathryn
Cramer, Hieroglyph

As it turns out, Hjelmstad's concludes that a 20-kilometer tall
tower is possible but would likely never be built due to the
resources required (some 55 million tons of steel, he says) and
financial costs involved.

For companies such as Intel however, solutions that can be
immediately put into practice are not as important as the
dialogues and ideas these inter-disciplinary interactions
encourage -- for now at least.

The technology giant is working with the CSI to create the
Tomorrow Project USA, a new website designed to engender expert
conversation on the future of subjects such as sustainability,
energy and education.

"In science fiction writing and the conversations, you can
explore how the technology can impact in both positive and
negatives ... showing us the kinds of future we want and [just]
as importantly the kind we don't want," says Steve Brown,
Intel's mystically titled technology evangelist.

"It also allows [us to play] with the moral and ethical con-
sequences for the technologies as well," Brown adds.

Other projects in the pipeline at the center include a plan to
design the ideal city of the future, drawing contributions from
writers, engineers and urban designers.

In the coming years meanwhile, the talents of other artists
including musicians, painters, actors, dancers and those in the
performance arts will be harnessed, predicts Finn.
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See also: $1 billion project to reach Earth's mantle

But as scientists, engineers and tech corporations benefit from
opening their disciplines to exciting new ways of thinking,
what's in it for the writers and artists?

According to Kathryn Cramer, a sci-fi author and editor of
Hieroglyph -- an anthology project that will compile
conversations of scientists and authors at ASU for publication
by HarperCollins -- the center will help inform a more realistic
and artistically rich genre of sci-fi.

"For authors, having the contact with [scientists] allows for
further refinement of their ideas into something that is
potentially more workable," says Cramer.

Some writers may already undertake such processes by themselves
but by formalizing this relationship, Cramer believes a more
fluent and rewarding conversation between science and sci-fi
will arise.

Like Hjelmstad, Brown and Finn before her however, Cramer
tempers expectations by stating that the practical
implementation of these ideas will likely have to wait.

"I don't think you can guarantee that the project will come up
with ideas that can be put towards venture capitalists and off
we go tomorrow. But science fiction has a proven ability to
inspire scientists and start technological innovation," Cramer
explains.

"It's worth doing but one should bear in mind that, in the past,
where there have been ideas that have worked there has also been
a sea of ideas that didn't work."

Terry W. Colvin
Ladphrao (Bangkok), Thailand
Pran Buri (Hua Hin), Thailand
http://terrycolvin.freewebsites.com/
[Terry's Fortean & "Work" itty-bitty site]

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Life - "But Not As We Know It"

From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
Date: Fri, 26 Oct 2012 15:23:19 +0100
Archived: Fri, 26 Oct 2012 17:07:22 -0400
Subject: Life - "But Not As We Know It"

Hello List

Just seen a New Scientist article

http://tinyurl.com/bo2e3pb

"Move Over DNA: Six New Molecules Can Carry Genes"!

which describes how the MRC Lab, Cambridge UK has worked on how
"six XNAs (xeno-nucleic acids). DNA and RNA are made of a sugar,
a phosphate and a base. The XNAs had different sugars, and in
some of them the sugars are replaced with completely different
molecules."

They've succeeded in finding enzymes that will work so "they
were able to store information in each of the XNAs, copy it to
DNA, and copy it back into a new XNA. In effect, the first XNA
passed its information on to the new one - albeit in a
roundabout way."

They now say "The cycle we have is a bit like a retrovirus,
which cycles between RNA and DNA, ...The immediate question is
whether these XNAs can be introduced into cells," says Farren
Isaacs of Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut. Once the
XNAs were installed, they could replicate and evolve on their
own. "That would be remarkable."

And further: "This suggests XNAs might form the basis of life on
other planets, where different environments led to different
chemistry. "I would be surprised if we find truly
extraterrestrial life that was based on DNA and RNA," Holliger
says. "There might have been an XNA-world on a different
planet."

---

Cheers

Ray D

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Shuttle Endeavour Final Voyage 42 Photos

From: Terry W. Colvin <fortean1.nul>
Date: Fri, 26 Oct 2012 22:05:43 +0700 (GMT+07:00)
Archived: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 05:21:07 -0400
Subject: Shuttle Endeavour Final Voyage 42 Photos

-----

From: Dieter E. Braun
Sent: Oct 26, 2012 9:32 PM
Subject: Shuttle Endeavour Final Voyage Photo Collection

Source: TheAtlantic.Com

http://tinyurl.com/9u3yhyg

Sep 24, 2012

Endeavour's Last Flight

On Friday, NASA's space shuttle Endeavour landed in Los Angeles,
California, after completing its final flight, a cross-country
farewell journey with flyovers and stops in Texas, Arizona, and
several locations in California. Endeavour completed its last
space voyage in June of 2011, and has since been undergoing a
decommissioning process in Florida, preparing to be delivered to
the California Science Center. Now that the shuttle is in Los
Angeles, it will undergo a few weeks of preparation before being
carefully towed through city streets to its new home. Collected
here are a few snapshots of Endeavour's farewell flight. (Bonus:
The last four images are 3D anaglyph images, for those with a
pair of red/cyan glasses handy.) [38 photos + 4]

-----

Terry W. Colvin
Ladphrao (Bangkok), Thailand
Pran Buri (Hua Hin), Thailand
http://terrycolvin.freewebsites.com/
[Terry's Fortean & "Work" itty-bitty site]

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:
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In Memory Of Col. Frederick Meiwald

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
Date: Wed, 24 Oct 2012 18:13:03 -0400
Archived: Wed, 24 Oct 2012 18:13:03 -0400
Subject: In Memory Of Col. Frederick Meiwald

Source: Frank Warren's UFO Chronicles

http://tinyurl.com/98enozd

10-23-12

Wednesday, October 24, 2012

Former Nuke Missile Commander, Colonel Frederick Meiwald (Ret)
Passes Away at 70

Editor's Note =96 Colonel Frederick Meiwald (Ret) succumbed to
cancer on Wednesday, Aug. 8, 2012. Amongst his many accolades
was a 28-year career in the Air Force, in part as a Missile
Combat Crew Commander (MCCC), serving with Bob Salas. We salute
his service to our country as well as his courage in
corroborating the incident where 10 nuclear missiles under his
charge (Oscar Flight, Malmstrom Air Force Base, Montana) became
inoperative during reported UFO activity over the launch control
center (LCC) in March of 1967. -=96FW

In Memory Of Col. Frederick Meiwald
By Bob Salas
www.spiralgalaxy.org

Col. Fred Meiwald passed away in early August, 2012 after a
battle with cancer. I knew Fred only during brief periods of his
life but he is someone I won=92t soon forget. This remembrance is
to honor a good friend and a man of character.

I first met Fred in 1966. We became linked up as a Minuteman I
missile crew in October of that year, passing our evaluation
with high scores. In fact, Fred and I were one of the top rated
crews in the 341st Strategic Missile Wing, Malmstrom AFB,
Montana.

=46rom our first meeting, it was clear to me that he was a highly
intelligent and dedicated officer. He had already served on
missile crew duty with the Atlas I missile; working closely with
him for nearly a year, I can attest to the fact that he was a
consummate professional when it came to our duties as a missile
crew.

Fred was with me at Oscar flight during our 1967 encounter with
a UFO that disabled all ten of our missiles. I have documented
that event in Faded Giant. Later that year, I became a crew
commander and Fred was bumped =91upstairs=92 to the Wing Command
Post and we sort of lost track of each other.

[More at site... thanks to Robert Hastings for the lead]
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Popocapetl Sightings

From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
Date: Mon, 29 Oct 2012 17:35:34 -0000
Archived: Mon, 29 Oct 2012 14:29:15 -0400
Subject: Popocapetl Sightings

Hello List

An interesting report (or two) from Mexican TV News - and I
recall Jaime Maussan screening some footage taken several years
ago at the same site by an offical web-cam positioned so as to
watch the Popocat=C3=A9petl Volcano for signs of eruption. On that
occasion the UFO was a large circular one udentical to the
(miles-wide) UFOs filmed by NASA shuttle crews well above the
atmosphere.

www.examiner.com/article/ufo-descends-into-live-volcano-mexico

UFO descends Into Live Volcano In Mexico

"one commenter provided dimensions of the object: "The estimated
size of this object is 1Km by 200 meters or around 3,200 ft
long, and 600 ft wide" while another added these helpful
details: "There was a big explosion before it produced an ash
plume=EF=BB=BF rising 2 km and caused ash fall up to 7 cm thick."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3D9eBHdFpmpHs

Incredible UFO Flies Into Volcano 2012 HD

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DKIGoLw2IItA

UFOs Filmed During Live Broadcast 2012 HD

---

Cheers

Ray D

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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Re: Popocapetl Sightings

From: Bruce Maccabee <>brumac.nul>
Date: Tue, 30 Oct 2012 20:27:59 -0400 (EDT)
Archived: Tue, 30 Oct 2012 21:20:27 -0400
Subject: Re: Popocapetl Sightings

>From: Ray Dickenson <r.dickenson.nul>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <post.nul>
>Date: Mon, 29 Oct 2012 17:35:34 -0000
>Subject: Popocapetl Sightings

>Hello List

>An interesting report (or two) from Mexican TV News - and I
>recall Jaime Maussan screening some footage taken several years
>ago at the same site by an offical web-cam positioned so as to
>watch the Popocat=C3=83=C2=A9petl Volcano for signs of eruption. On that
>occasion the UFO was a large circular one udentical to the
>(miles-wide) UFOs filmed by NASA shuttle crews well above the
>atmosphere.

>www.examiner.com/article/ufo-descends-into-live-volcano-mexico
 >
>U FO descends Into Live Volcano In Mexico

>"one commenter provided dimensions of the object: "The estimated
>size of this object is 1Km by 200 meters or around 3,200 ft
>long, and 600 ft wide" while another added these helpful
>details: "There was a big explosion before it produced an ash
>plume=C3=AF=C2=BB=C2=BF rising 2 km and caused ash fall up to 7 cm thick."

The length of the image is probably not representative of its
true length.

The length of the image is more likely a result of the motion of
the bright light and the exposure time of the camera: the light
moved while the "shutter" was open (i.e., during the exposure
time of a single frame of the video) creating an elongated image
of the object+motion.

It could have been as long as it is wide, like a sphere (or
square) and make an image such as shown.

If we knew the exposure time and the time between frames
(generally very short), focal length, pixel size, distance to
the top of the volcano, etc. we could get a size estimate... if
its on the level!

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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UFOs & Popocatepetl

From: Denis R. Denocla <denocla.nul>
Date: Wed, 31 Oct 2012 18:53:54 +0100
Archived: Wed, 31 Oct 2012 20:23:21 -0400
Subject: UFOs & Popocatepetl

FYI

D. R. DENOCLA

-----

Extraterrestrial UMMO Document NR 15 11/06/2003:

"Nine of our brothers and came to join the small expeditionary
group that is currently on this planet. Their main task is the
study of geological phenomena, prediction of earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions. This was also my first mission on OYAGAA and
I was selected by the Scientific Council of OUMMO for my work
INNOYAGOOU (stratigraphic geology) and my theoretical
contributions to improve the predictive model of volcano
eruptions our OUDIO OEY which ejects regular columns of
incandescent gas at heights sometimes exceeding 2000 meters.

We consistently monitor the craters of Etna and Panarea Italy
from Colima and Popocatepetl in Mexico, and Bezimianny
Chikurachki in Kamchatka, the Guagua Pichincha and Tungurahua in
Ecuador, Kilauea Hawaii, Nyamuragira in Congo from Pago in New
Guinea and the Piton de la Fournaise on Reunion Island. We try
to regulate the eruptive phases of these volcanoes and put in
place mechanisms for restraining crustal deformation in
geological faults. Since 1972, a system of compensation
tectonics has been gradually implemented successfully along the
San Andreas fault peaceful to reduce the effects of seismic
activity in the region. An imminent explosion of Mount Etna was
also avoided by us in 1967 by creating an artificial cavity in
the rock allowed to evacuate the excess pressure. This cavity,
collapsing, was the origin of a new mouth of the volcano. Your
brothers and Tazieff Tonani had been warned of this phenomenon
by mail in April 1967. I myself have explored Etna, Stromboli
and Panarea in November and December 2002 in order to place
measuring instruments underground. We monitor more intensely
disturbing Popocatepetl whose activity threatens the populations
of major cities of Puebla and Mexico City DF We are not the only
ones to do it."

-----

About UMMO Documments:

http://www.denocla.com/?p=2767〈=en-us

Listen to 'Strange Days... Indeed' - The PodCast

At:

http://www.virtuallystrange.net/ufo/sdi/program/
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